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Humans
For £89.99

**A Concise Introduction to Linguistics**
Bruce M. Rowe and Diane P. Levine
Now in its sixth edition, *A Concise Introduction to Linguistics* provides students with a detailed introduction to the core concepts of language as it relates to culture. Written in an accessible manner that does not assume previous knowledge of linguistics, this new edition contains expanded discussions on linguistic anthropology, sociolinguistics (including an expanded section on trans and nonbinary language), and pragmatics. The textbook incorporates a robust set of pedagogical features including marginal definitions, a substantial glossary, chapter summaries, and learning exercises.

**Human Adaptive Strategies**
An Ecological Introduction to Anthropology
Daniel Bates, Judith Tucker and Ludomir Lozny
This book introduces students to environmental and evolutionary anthropology, focusing on how humans adapt to their environment and how the environment shapes culture. It shows how cultures evolved within the context of their environment and how their methods of surviving in their environment have affected other aspects of their culture. This book will serve as an ideal text for students in introductory anthropology, environmental anthropology, and cultural ecology courses.

**Humans**
An Introduction to Four-Field Anthropology
Alice Beck Kehoe, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, USA and Andrew J Petto
Humans is a concise, jargon-free introduction to four-field anthropology. The book outlines and breaks down a complex discipline to identify some of the most important and relevant questions in anthropology. It provides students with an understanding of the unity of the human species, the adaptation of societies to their environments (physical and political), and an appreciation of the power of socialization into a culture. This book is an ideal introduction for students embarking on an anthropology course for the first time.

**Introducing Urban Anthropology**
Rivke Jaffe, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Anouk de Koning, Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands
This book provides an up-to-date introduction to the growing field of urban anthropology. This is an increasingly critical area of study, as more than half of the world’s population now lives in cities and anthropological research is increasingly done in an urban context. This book will be a valuable resource for anthropology students as well as of interest to those in related disciplines such as sociology and geography. The second edition includes updated theoretical discussions, new ethnographic case studies, and a new chapter on neoliberalism and post-neoliberalism. It also engages more extensively with digital transformations of urban life.

**Introduction to Forensic Anthropology**
Steven N. Byers, New Mexico State University, USA, Steven N. Byers and Chelsey A. Juarez
*Introduction to Forensic Anthropology* provides comprehensive coverage of key methods and issues in forensic anthropology. Using terminology and best practices recommended by the Scientific Working Group for Forensic Anthropology (SWGANTH) and the Anthropology Consensus Body of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI/ACB), it introduces students to all the major topics in the field, with material ranging from the attribution of ancestry and sex, to various forms of bone trauma, to identification through radiography. This is a self-contained textbook that is ideal for a lower-division college-level class for non-majors and majors alike.

**The Cultural Dimension of Global Business**
Gary P. Ferraro, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, USA and Elizabeth K. Briody, Cultural Keys, USA
Now in its ninth edition, *The Cultural Dimension of Global Business* continues to provide an essential foundation for understanding the impact of culture on global business and global business on culture. The highly experienced authors demonstrate how the theory and insights of cultural anthropology can positively influence the conduct of global business, examining a range of issues that individuals and organizations. The cross-cultural scenarios presented in each chapter allow students of business, management, and anthropology alike to explore cultural difference while gaining valuable practice in thinking through a variety of complex and thorny cultural issues.

*For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com](http://www.routledge.com)*
2nd Edition

Archaeological Theory in a Nutshell
Adrian Praetzellis

This book provides a brief, readable introduction to archaeological theory.
Using plain English to clarify some of the more baffling ideas used in contemporary archaeology, this book is a vital resource for students studying archaeological theory and the discipline as a whole.

Routledge
June 2023: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25367-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25293-3: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-28259-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032252933

2nd Edition

Conservation Skills for the 21st Century
Judgement, Method and Decision Making
Chris Caple and Emily Williams, Durham University

This volume provides a much-needed update to the first edition of Conservation Skills, presenting an overview of current issues facing conservators of historic and artistic works. It explores a variety of case studies representing issues conservators are likely to face, illustrating the crucial considerations when proposing and executing a conservation treatment and also incorporating recent developments and the use of new technologies in conservation processes. Written in a clear, accessible style, this is essential reading for student conservators and professionals around the globe.

Routledge
May 2023: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44331-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44332-0: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-00907-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443320

Foreigners Among Us
Alterity and the Making of Ancient Maya Societies
Christina Halperin, Associate Professor of Anthropology at the Université de Montréal.

Assessing key questions such as who the foreigners and outsiders in ancient Maya societies were and how was the foreign a generative component of identity, Foreigners Among Us reassess the arrival of foreigners as part of archaeological understandings of Pre-Columbian Maya and questions not only who these foreigners might have been but who were making such designations of difference in the first place. Contributing broadly to intellectual investigations on foreign identities from an anthropological perspective, this book enriches the understanding of Maya society for students and researchers of Mesoamerican archaeology and art history.

Routledge
July 2023: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26322-9: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26320-5: £35.99
ebook: 978-1-003-28769-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032263205
2nd Edition
Atlas of Classical History
Revised Edition
Edited by Richard Talbert, Lindsay Holman, The University of North Carolina, USA and Benet Salway
This revised edition of the Atlas of Classical History traces the period from Greece’s Bronze Age to Rome’s fall in the west through over 150 maps of ancient physical and human landscapes from Britain to India. Each map is enriched by readily identifiable symbols and concise accompanying texts, as well as recommendations for further reading. With its vast geographical sweep in compact format, this book is a comprehensive reference work primarily aimed at non-specialists. Suitable for all those interested in the ancient peoples and places of the Mediterranean as well as students and scholars of ancient Greek and Roman history.
Routledge
March 2023: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78582-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78583-0: £36.99
ebook: 978-1-032-17522-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138785830

Greco-Buddhist Relations in the Hellenistic Far East Sources and Contexts
Olga Kubica, University of Wroclaw, Poland.
This book provides the first comprehensive and interdisciplinary view of the relationship between the Greeks and Buddhist communities in ancient Bactria and Northwest India, from the conquests of Alexander the Great to the fall of the Indo-Greek kingdom circa 10 AD. The individual chapters of this book provide an analysis of the main textual, archaeological, and numismatic sources for Greco-Buddhist relations and draw upon philological and historical methods as well as postcolonial and sociological approaches. A valuable resource for those working on the Greco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek kingdoms and cultural exchange in the Hellenistic world.
Routledge
April 2023: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19302-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-19300-7: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-25857-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032193007

Diversity and the Study of Antiquity in Higher Education Perspectives from North America and Europe
Edited by Daniel Libatique and Fiona McHardy
Series: Classics In and Out of the Academy
This volume explores how the study of antiquity can be made relevant and inclusive for a diverse range of 21st-century students by bringing together perspectives from colleagues working in higher education at different career stages, roles, and from different backgrounds in the US, UK, and Greece. While more work remains to be done, this volume is a valuable contribution to ongoing debates about inequality, diversity, and inclusion in modern classical education. Suitable for anyone teaching Classics, especially in the US and UK, as well as scholars and researchers interested in issues of diversity.
Routledge
April 2023: 160pp
Pb: 978-1-032-23513-4: £18.99
ebook: 978-1-003-27801-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032235134

The Gilgamesh Epic in Genesis 1-11
Peering into the Deep
Adam E. Miglio, Wheaton College, USA.
Series: Studies in the History of the Ancient Near East
This book provides a substantive, reliable, and accessible comparison of the Gilgamesh Epic and Genesis 1-11, investigating their presentation of humanistic themes. While these ancient literary masterpieces may seem unusual or challenging to modern readers, they are nonetheless familiar and relatable stories through their humanistic composition. Significant passages and narratives from both are translated into English and compared and contrasted in depth, in a lucid, concise fashion. Suitable for students and scholars of ancient Near Eastern literature, with broad appeal across religious studies, ancient history, and World Literature.
Routledge
February 2023: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02013-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02012-9: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-18146-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020129

Gender in the Ancient Near East
Stephanie Budin, Rutgers, USA
Gender in the Ancient Near East is a wide-ranging study through text and art that presents our current understanding of gender constructs in ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Anatolia, Cyprus, and the Levant and incorporates current trends in gender theory. Readers are guided through sources in translation, ancient art, and material culture alongside overviews of both Near Eastern history and contemporary gender theory. This comprehensive introduction to the subject is suitable for students and scholars working on the ancient Near East, gender in the ancient world, and Gender Studies/Queer Studies.
Routledge
April 2023: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33154-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33153-5: £34.99
ebook: 978-0-429-31817-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331535

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
A Modern History of China’s Art Market

Kejia Wu

This is the first English-language account of the modern history of China’s art market that explains the radical transformations from the end of the Cultural Revolution, when a market for art and artifacts did not exist, to today. Arts and culture professionals, scholars, and students interested in Chinese art, global art markets, Chinese government policy, and China will find this to be a valuable resource.

Routledge
May 2023: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23534-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23533-8: £130.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367235345

Cinematic Digital Television

Negotiating the Nexus of Production, Reception and Aesthetics

Chris Comerford, University of Wollongong, Australia

Chris Comerford explores cinematic digital television as an artistic classification and an academic object of study, and illuminates the slippage in definitions of previously-understood media forms. The growth of television as an artistic, informative medium has given rise to shifts in the aesthetic style of the programs we watch, and this book outlines these shifts along with the contemporary debates and critical theory surrounding them. Essential reading for both scholars and students of media and television studies, this book provides a much-needed consideration of the changing landscape of television.

Routledge
December 2022: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77525-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77526-1: £130.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367775254

3rd Edition

An Introduction to Visual Culture

Nicholas Mirzoeff

In the fully rewritten third edition of this classic text, Nicholas Mirzoeff introduces visual culture as visual activism, or activating the visible. In this view, visual culture is a practice: a way of doing, making and seeing. Engaging with questions of racializing, colonialism and undoing gender throughout, this edition maps the activist turn in the field since 2014 and sets directions for its future expansion. This is a key text in visual culture studies and an essential resource for research and teaching in the field.

Routledge
June 2023: 390pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23533-8: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23534-5: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367235345

Cultural Democracy Now

What It Means and Why We Need It

Owen Kelly, Arcadia, Helsinki

Positioning cultural democracy in a historical context and in a context of adjacent movements such as the creative commons, open source movement, and maker movement, this book goes back to first principles and asks what personhood means in the twenty first century, what cultural democracy means, why we should want it, and how we can work towards it. Providing a much-needed theoretical take on the growing interest in cultural democracy, this book will be essential reading for students and scholars interested in the arts as well as practitioners and policy makers. It combines theory and practice with a view to inciting both thought and action.

Routledge
December 2022: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05784-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05782-8: £130.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032057842

Changing Models for Journalism

Reinventing the Newsroom

Brant Houston, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

Exploring the deep transformation that journalism has undergone in the last decade, this book provides students with the background on the demise of traditional media in the US, and the changes happening in the digital newsrooms. The first book to fully explore the rapid-fire changes in news media and online journalism in recent years, this book will be of interest to students of journalism and communications, working journalists, and professors helping prepare budding journalists for their future careers in journalism.

Routledge
March 2023: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-765-64594-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-765-64595-1: £130.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780765645951

Dynamic Media Environments

Expanding the Scope of Media Literacy

Katherine G. Fry

An accessible introduction to understanding the current media environment and the culture it contains, this book provides an indispensable guide to dynamic media literacy in the digital environment. Essential reading for students and scholars of media and communication studies, media literacy and media education, as well as other disciplines where media is used as a lens to examine issues within society.

Routledge
June 2023: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19086-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-19086-0: £130.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032190860
Emotion Pictures
Movies and Feelings

Lucy Fischer
Series: Routledge Advances in Film Studies
This book investigates a group of exceptional films that single-mindedly consider one particular emotion—be it pity, lust, grief, or anxiety—to examine cinematic emotion in depth. Drawing on philosophical and psychological approaches, Fischer’s unique analysis offers case studies for comprehending emotion in the movies and highlights the important dichotomy between filmic portrayals and audience response. Beyond film and media scholars and students, this book will have resonance for academics and practitioners in several fields of psychology, including social work, psychiatry, and therapy.

Routledge
November 2022: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16092-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-16090-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24701-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032160924

Foundations of Data and Digital Journalism

Alex Richards
This accessible, step-by-step guide is written for students and working professionals who want to better understand data journalism, web design, and the visualization of information. Foundations of Data and Digital Journalism recognizes a growing need for general data knowledge in newsrooms across the globe, including an understanding of what’s possible for both data reporting and presentation and how it can be achieved. Interviews with a diverse range of current practitioners help the reader gain a deeper understanding of how these tools and techniques are used in digitally focused newsrooms today.

Routledge
February 2023: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01777-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01774-7: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-18223-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032017774

3rd Edition
Ethics for Journalists

Sallyane Duncan
Series: Media Skills
Ethics for Journalists critically explores many of the dilemmas that journalists face in their work and supports journalists in good ethical decision-making. From building trust, to combating disinformation, to minimizing harm to vulnerable people through responsible suicide reporting, this book provides substantial analysis of key contemporary ethical debates and offers guidance on how to address them.

Routledge
December 2022: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58526-3: £110.00
ebook: 978-0-429-50538-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138585263

Foundations of Visual Communication
How Visuals Appear in Daily Life

Yvonne Eriksson, Mälardalen University, Eskilstuna, Sweden and Anette Göthlund, Konstfack University of Arts Crafts and Design, Sweden
Drawing upon theories from visual studies, critical visual culture studies, and cognitive psychology, and with a special focus on gender and ethnicity, this book gives students a theoretical foundation for future work as visual communicators. This book serves as a main or supplementary text for visual communication or visual culture courses.

Routledge
June 2023: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77696-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77696-3: £35.99
ebook: 978-1-003-17003-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/97803677769635

Experimenting with Emerging Media Platforms
Field Testing the Future

Dan Pacheco
Experimenting with Emerging Media Platforms teaches students in media tracks—journalism, advertising, film and public relations—how to independently field-test and evaluate emerging technologies that could impact how media is produced, consumed and monetized in the future. Taking a unique trial-and-error approach, the author encourages students to go against their desire for perfection and instead plunge into exercises with the full expectation that they will “fail” many times before they succeed.

Routledge
June 2023: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03780-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03784-4: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-24701-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032037806

How to Get a Job in Publishing

Alison Bavestock, Susannah Bowen and Steve Carey
Using insider information, How to Get A Job in Publishing is the newly revised edition of the classic text for you if you are keen to work in publishing or associated industries - or if you are already in publishing and want to go further. Whether you are a new or soon-to-be graduate of Media and Publishing, or are just interested in a career in publishing or the creative industries, How to Get A Job in Publishing is an essential resource.

Routledge
March 2023: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22626-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22626-2: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-27342-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032226286

Browse and order online:
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Indie TV
Industry, Aesthetics and Medium Specificity
Edited by James Lyons, University of Exeter, UK and Yannis Tzioumakis, University of Liverpool, UK
This edited collection is the first book to offer a wide-ranging examination of the interface between American independent film and a converged television landscape that consists of terrestrial broadcasters, cable networks and streaming providers, in which independent film and television intersect in complex, multifaceted and creative ways. This interdisciplinary landmark volume will be a go-to reference for students and scholars of Television Studies, Film Studies, and Media Studies.

Listening, Community Engagement, and Peacebuilding
International Perspectives
Edited by Graham D. Bodie, University of Mississippi, USA, Debra L. Worthington, Auburn University, USA and Zenebe Beyene, University of Mississippi, USA
This book explores the role of listening in community engagement and peace building efforts, bridging academic research in communication and practical applications for individual and social change. This collection provides invaluable insight to researchers, students, educators, and practitioners in intercultural and international communication, conflict management, peacebuilding, community engagement, and international studies.

Pandemic Communication
Edited by Stephen M. Croucher, Massey University, New Zealand and Audra Diers-Lawson, Kristiana University College, Norway
This book details how the processes of communication are affected by the presence of a pandemic and establishes a research agenda of those effects across the broad field of communication studies. This book is suited to undergraduate or post-graduate courses or modules in communication studies across a variety of subdisciplines as well as a reference for researchers in the subject.

3rd Edition
Practicing Communication Ethics
Development, Discernment, and Decision Making
Paula S. Tompkins, St. Cloud State University, USA
This textbook presents a theoretical framework for developing a personal standard of ethics that can be applied in everyday communication situations. This third edition focuses on how the reader’s communication matters ethically in cocreating their relationships, family, workgroups, and communities. This edition features new and expanded treatment of moral injury and trauma, digital communication, partisan political division, and issues related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Practicing Communication Ethics is a core textbook for communication ethics and media ethics courses.

Public Relations and Communications
From Theory to Practice
Aoife O’Donnell, Griffith College, Ireland
This book provides an introduction to public relations that employs pedagogical experiential learning models to assist students in developing the skills and competencies required by the public relations industry. This book is ideal for introductory public relations modules, particularly those with experiential and/or blended learning pedagogical approaches.

Public Relations Theory III
In the Age of Publics
Edited by Carl Botan, George Mason University, USA and Erich Sommerfeldt, University of Minnesota, USA
This important book chronicles, responds to, and advances the leading theories in the public relations discipline. This book is a touchstone for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in public relations theory and a key reference for researchers.
5th Edition

Race/Gender/Class/Media

Considering Diversity Across Audiences, Content, and Producers

Edited by Rebecca Ann Lind, University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

The fifth edition of this popular textbook considers diversity in the mass media in three main settings: Audiences, Content, and Production. This volume is an essential introduction to interdisciplinary studies of race, gender, and class across mass media.

Routledge
March 2023: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75127-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75128-9: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-31073-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367751272

Redefining Sports Media

Jason Kido Lopez, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

This book argues that the examination of sports media within cultural and media studies is organized around more than just a shared topic: mediated sports. This book will be of interest to those studying sports media as well as media and cultural studies, but also can be used as an introductory survey of the research on sports media from a media and cultural studies perspective.

Routledge
May 2023: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61758-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61759-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16427-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367617585

Social Media Theory and Communications Practice

Whitney Lehmann, Nova Southeastern University, USA

Fusing the academic with the applied, this book provides a comprehensive introduction to social media for future communications professionals. This book is ideal for introductory social media courses in communication, public relations, and mass communication departments as well as courses in digital media and public relations.

Routledge
July 2023: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18587-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18588-0: £33.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25578-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032185873

3rd Edition

The Online Journalism Handbook

Skills to Survive and Thrive in the Digital Age

Paul Bradshaw, Birmingham City University, UK

The Online Journalism Handbook offers a comprehensive guide to the ever-evolving world of digital journalism, showcasing the multiple possibilities in researching, writing, and storytelling provided by new technologies. In this new edition, Paul Bradshaw presents an engaging mix of technological expertise with real-world practical guidance to illustrate how those training and working as journalists can improve the development, presentation, and global reach of their stories through web-based technologies. The Online Journalism Handbook is an essential guide for all journalism students and professional journalists.

Routledge
July 2023: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33735-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33734-6: £38.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32156-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367337353

Understanding Interactive Digital Narrative

Immersive Expressions for a Complex Time

Hartmut Koenitz, HKU University of the Arts, Utrecht, Netherlands

This remarkably clearly written and timely critical evaluation of core issues in the study and application of interactive digital narrative (IDN) untangles the range of theories and arguments that have developed around IDN over the past three decades. This will be essential reading for courses in interactive narrative, interactive storytelling and game writing as well as digital media more generally.

Routledge
April 2023: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61759-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61758-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10642-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367617585

Virtual Identities and Digital Culture

Edited by Victoria Kannen, Laurentian University, Canada and Aaron Langille, Cambrian College, Canada

This collection investigates how our online identities and cultures are embedded within the digital practices of our lives, exploring how we form community, how we play, and how we re-imagine traditional media in a digital world. A vital contribution at a time of significant social and cultural flux, this book will be highly relevant to those studying digital culture within media, communication, cultural studies, digital humanities, and sociology departments.

Routledge
February 2023: 284pp
Hb: 978-1-032-31508-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-31509-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-31073-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032315089
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Virtual Presenting
A Guide to Formats, Production and Authentic Delivery

Jamie Cohen and Michael Sorrentino

Responding to the widespread and continued acceleration of virtual working practices in recent years, Virtual Presenting provides a clear guide to producing, presenting and broadcasting in a remote context. Unlike traditional studio production where a presenter is surrounded by a crew and cameras, the virtual presenter is often isolated or connected to a remote crew. Virtual Presenting explains how to make an authentic connection across great spaces, linked only via Internet. Topics covered include how to build a virtual setup; how to appear on camera; how to appear confident and comfortable; and how to optimize your presentation voice.

Routledge
March 2023: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27185-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25777-8: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-29171-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032257778

5th Edition
Writing and Editing for Digital Media

Brian Carroll

In this fifth edition, Brian Carroll explores writing and editing for digital media with essential information about voice, style, media formats, ideation, story planning, and storytelling. An essential text for students of media, communication, public relations, marketing, and journalism who are looking to develop their writing and editing skills for this ever-evolving industry. The book also has an accompanying eResource that provides additional weekly activities, exercises, and assignments that give students more opportunity to put theory into practice.

Routledge
May 2023: 348pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12264-9: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-22384-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114682
2nd Edition

**Documentary Editing**
Principles & Practice

Jacob Bricca, ACE

This book offers clear and detailed strategies for tackling every stage of the documentary editing process. Written by an award-winning documentary editor, this book presents a step-by-step guide for how to turn seemingly shapeless footage into focused scenes, and how to craft a structure for a documentary of any length. The book contains insights and examples from America's top documentary editors and a companion website containing easy-to-follow video tutorials. The second Edition is completely revised and updated with contemporary examples and contains a new chapter titled, "Editing the Short Documentary."

*Routledge*
April 2022: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74130-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72573-0: £36.99
ebook: 978-1-003-15617-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367725730](http://www.routledge.com/9780367725730)

7th Edition

**Video Production Handbook**

Jim Owens, Dean of the School of Communication Arts at Asbury University

This brand new edition walks students through the full video production process, from inception of idea to final distribution. Concentrating on the techniques and concepts behind the latest equipment, the book demonstrates the fundamental principles needed to create good video content on any kind of budget. Interviews with industry professionals provide insights into how the field really works and over 300 full color images of onsite work demonstrate how to achieve the techniques discussed. A robust companion website features images, sample syllabi, PowerPoint slides and video demonstrations to aid teaching and learning.

*Routledge*
May 2023: 330pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16998-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-16996-5: £52.99
ebook: 978-1-003-25132-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032169965](http://www.routledge.com/9781032169965)

3rd Edition

**Multimedia Foundations**
Core Concepts for Digital Design

Vic Costello, Elon University, USA

Whether you are working using text, graphics, photography, sound, motion, or video, Multimedia Foundations covers the skills necessary to be an effective modern storyteller. Presented in full colour with hundreds of vibrant illustrations, this book trains readers in the principles and skills common to all forms of digital media production, enabling the creation of successful, engaging content, no matter what tools are used. Chapters feature useful exercises to cement core concepts and help readers develop planning, collaboration, design, and production skills.

*Focal Press*
June 2023: 606pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39153-6: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-138-39155-0: £68.99
ebook: 978-0-429-42266-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781138391550](http://www.routledge.com/9781138391550)

7th Edition

**The Grip Book**
The Studio Grip’s Essential Guide

Michael G. Uva

Gain the essential skills of a professional grip to become the jack and master of all trades on any movie or television show set. This new edition has been fully updated and revised and will enable aspiring and professional grips to discover vital insider tips ranging from how to operate cutting-edge rigging and lighting equipment to performing difficult camera mounts on aircraft, boats, trains, and cars. Ideal for the aspiring or working grip to use on the role, as well as aspiring students looking to break into the industry. An updated companion website is available, featuring a downloadable reference guide on grip equipment, and new how-to video demonstrations.

*Routledge*
June 2023: 558pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25585-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25586-6: £44.99
ebook: 978-1-003-28408-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032255866](http://www.routledge.com/9781032255866)
Become a Competent Music Producer in 365 Days

Sam George

Become a Competent Music Producer in 365 Days is a comprehensive, step-by-step guide to the fundamentals of music production. Over the course of a year, this book takes the reader through ten chapters covering mixing, equalization, compression, reverb, delay and modulation, automation, vocals, synthesis, and mastering. Offering an ideal introduction for beginners of all backgrounds, and students in further and higher education music production classes, as well as aspiring professionals, hobbyists, and self-taught producers, who wish to have a thorough grasp on all the fundamental topics that any experienced music producer should know.

Focal Press
June 2023: 492pp
Hb: 978-1-032-44614-1: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-44611-0: £31.99
ebook: 978-1-003-373049
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032446110

Distortion in Music Production

The Soul of Sonics

Edited by Gary Bromham and Austin Moore

Series: Perspectives on Music Production

Distortion in Music Production offers a range of valuable perspectives on how engineers and producers use distortion and colouration as production tools. Readers are provided with detailed and informed considerations on the use of non-linear signal processing, by authors working in a wide array of academic, creative, and professional contexts. This text is one of the first to offer an extensive investigation of distortion in music production and constitutes essential reading for students and practitioners working in music production.

Focal Press
June 2023: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40585-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40584-7: £42.99
ebook: 978-0-429-35684-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405854

2nd Edition

Recording Secrets for the Small Studio

Mike Senior

Series: Sound On Sound Presents

In this new edition, discover how to achieve commercial-grade recordings, even in the smallest studios, by applying power-user techniques from the world’s most successful producers. Specifically designed for small-studio enthusiasts, this book provides an intensive training course for those who want a fast track to releasing quality results. While the chapter summaries, assignments, and extensive online resources are perfect for school and college use. Now extensively expanded and updated, with new sections on contact mics, software-instruments, squash mics, and ensemble depth distortion.

Routledge
November 2022: 492pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22956-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22955-3: £38.99
ebook: 978-1-003-27489-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032229553

Soundwalking

Through Time, Space, and Technologies

Edited by Jacek Smolicki

Soundwalking brings together a diverse group of contemporary scholars, artists and activists in one of the first comprehensive studies of soundwalking - the practice of moving through space while carefully listening to what it has to say - to address urgent challenges and concerns of an environmental, ethical, social, and technological nature. This book inspires readers to discover anew the potential of walking and listening and will be of interest to students, researchers and practitioners in the areas of studies directly concerned with sound and beyond, including environmental humanities, landscape architecture, media, and cultural studies.

Focal Press
February 2023: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04422-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04424-8: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-033-19113-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032044224

The Game Music Toolbox

Composition Techniques and Production Tools from 20 Iconic Game Soundtracks

Marios Aristopoulos

The Game Music Toolbox provides readers with the tools, models and techniques to create and expand a compositional toolbox, through a collection of 20 iconic case studies taken from different eras of game music. This book is crucial reading for game music composers and audio professionals of all backgrounds, as well as undergraduates looking to forge a career in the video game industry.

Focal Press
May 2023: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70549-7: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-032-14687-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367705497

Working with Sound

The Future of Audio Work in Interactive Entertainment

Rob Bridgett

Working with Sound is an exploration of the ever-changing working practices of audio development in the era of hybrid collaboration in the games industry. This book is an essential guide for professionals working in dynamic audio teams of all sizes, as well as the designers, producers, artists, animators and programmers who collaborate closely with their colleagues working on game audio and sound.

Focal Press
June 2023: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-40695-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04424-8: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-033-19113-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032406930
Biography: An Historiography

Melanie Nolan, Australia National University, Australia

Biography: An historiography examines how Western historians have used biography since the 19th century to the present - considering the problems and challenges that historians have faced in their biographical practice systematically. This volume will be essential for postgraduates and historians studying biography.

Routledge
April 2023: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-003-31573-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-32585-9: £35.99
ebook: 978-0-429-42639-1: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387249

Diversity and Empires

Negotiating Plurality in European Imperial Projects from Early Modernity

Edited by Sophie Rose and Elisabeth Heijmans

Examining diversity as a fundamental reality of empire, this book explores European colonial empires, both terrestrial and maritime, to show how they addressed the questions of how to manage diversity. This book highlights the multidimensionality and interconnectedness of diversity in imperial settings and will be useful reading to students and scholars of the history of colonial Empires, global history, and race.

Routledge
April 2023: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32584-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-32585-9: £35.99
ebook: 978-1-003-34157-5: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032325859

China and the Soviet Union

A Study of Sino–Russian Relations

Aitchen K. Wu

Series: Routledge Library Editions: Soviet Foreign Policy

China and the Soviet Union, first published in 1950, is written by a Chinese former diplomat and university professor, and calls on his many years of experience to provide an even-handed analysis of Sino-Russian relations. It ranges back to 1618 for some much-needed historical background, but the major part of Wu’s examination of the diplomatic relations between the two countries deals with the Soviet Union since 1918.

Routledge
December 2022: 452pp
Hb: 978-1-032-33634-1: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-032-33636-5: £29.99
ebook: 978-1-003-33634-1: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032336341

Early Modern Streets

A European Perspective

Edited by Danielle van den Heuvel, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Series: Early Modern Themes

For the first time, Early Modern Streets unites the diverse strands of scholarship on urban streets between circa 1450 and 1800 and tackles key questions on how early modern urban society was shaped and how this changed over time. Accompanied by over 50 illustrations, Early Modern Streets is the perfect resource for all students and scholars interested in urban life in early modern Europe.

Routledge
December 2022: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59983-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-59984-0: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-20210-3: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138599840
From Christians to Europeans
Pope Pius II and the Concept of the Modern Western Identity

Nancy Bisaha
Providing the first in-depth examination of Pope Pius II’s development of the concept of Europe and what it meant to be ‘European’, From Christians to Europeans charts his life and work from his early years as a secretary in Northern Europe to his papacy.

This book is essential reading for students and scholars interested in the formation of modern Europe, intellectual history, cultural studies, the history of Renaissance Europe and late medieval Italy and the Ottoman Empire.

Routledge
June 2023: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32615-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-32616-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-31586-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032326160

3rd Edition
History
An Introduction to Theory and Method

Peter Claus, University of Oxford, UK and John Marriott, University of Oxford, UK

This book provides an accessible introduction to a wide range of concerns that have preoccupied historians over time. Global in scope, it explores historical perspectives not only from historiography itself, but from related areas such as literature, sociology, geography and anthropology which have entered into productive dialogues with history.

History: An Introduction to Theory and Method 3rd is an essential resource for students of historical theory and method working at both an introductory and more advanced level.

Routledge
June 2023: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74095-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-033-15686-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740955

3rd Edition
Food in World History

Jeffrey M. Pilcher
Series: Themes in World History

Now in its third edition, Food in World History explores culinary cultures and food politics throughout the world, from ancient times to the present day, with expanded discussions of industrialization, indigeneity, colonialism, gender, environment, and food and power.

It examines the long history of globalization of foods as well as the political, social, and environmental implications of our changing relationship with food, showing how hunger and taste have been driving forces in human history.

Routledge
June 2023: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74097-9: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-35149-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-033-31586-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740979

2nd Edition
Human Rights in World History

Peter N. Stearns, George Mason University
Series: Themes in World History

This book takes a global historical perspective to trace the rise of human rights and their global impact from the 18th century to the present.

Human Rights in World History is essential reading for students, scholars and researchers interested in modern history, human rights and political science.

Routledge
December 2022: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-032-35143-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-33210-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-42550-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032332109

4th Edition
Introduction to Medieval Europe 300–1500

Wim Blockmans and Peter Hoppenbrouwers

Introduction to Medieval Europe 300–1500 provides a comprehensive survey of this complex and varied formative period of European history within a global context, covering themes as diverse as barbarian migrations, the impact of Christianisation, the formation of nations and states, the emergence of an expansionist commercial economy, the growth of cities, the Crusades, the effects of plague and the intellectual and cultural life of the Middle Ages.

Clear and stimulating, the fourth edition of Introduction to Medieval Europe is the ideal companion to studying the entirety of medieval history at undergraduate level.

Routledge
June 2023
Hb: 978-1-032-03540-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03541-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18785-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032035413

History from Loss
A Global Introduction to Histories written from defeat, colonization, exile, and imprisonment

Edited by Mamie Hughes-Warrington, University of South Australia, Australia and Daniel Woolf, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

History from Loss challenges the common thought that ‘history is written by the winners’ and explores how history makers in different times and places across the globe have written histories from loss, even when this has come at the threat to their own safety. It provides an invaluable resource for students, teachers, and general readers who wish to put current debates on bias, the politicization of history, and threats to history makers into global and historical perspective.

Routledge
May 2023: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65030-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65032-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-032-12749-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367650328

Human Rights in World History

Peter N. Stearns, George Mason University
Series: Themes in World History

This book takes a global historical perspective to trace the rise of human rights and their global impact from the 18th century to the present.

Human Rights in World History is essential reading for students, scholars and researchers interested in modern history, human rights and political science.

Routledge
December 2022: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-032-35143-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-33210-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-42550-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032332109

3rd Edition
Food in World History

Jeffrey M. Pilcher
Series: Themes in World History

Now in its third edition, Food in World History explores culinary cultures and food politics throughout the world, from ancient times to the present day, with expanded discussions of industrialization, indigeneity, colonialism, gender, environment, and food and power.

It examines the long history of globalization of foods as well as the political, social, and environmental implications of our changing relationship with food, showing how hunger and taste have been driving forces in human history.

Routledge
June 2023: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74097-9: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-35149-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-033-31586-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740979

From Christians to Europeans
Pope Pius II and the Concept of the Modern Western Identity

Nancy Bisaha
Providing the first in-depth examination of Pope Pius II’s development of the concept of Europe and what it meant to be ‘European’, From Christians to Europeans charts his life and work from his early years as a secretary in Northern Europe to his papacy.

This book is essential reading for students and scholars interested in the formation of modern Europe, intellectual history, cultural studies, the history of Renaissance Europe and late medieval Italy and the Ottoman Empire.

Routledge
June 2023: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32615-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-32616-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-31586-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032326160

Complimentary Exam Copy
e-Inspection
New in Paperback
Companion Website
Modern France and the World

Darcie Fontaine

Series: Countries in the Modern World

Modern France and the World provides an engaging global history of the key events of modern France and its empire. It moves beyond the traditional political narrative of the development of the French Republican nation-state to offer both national and international perspectives of its evolution. By presenting the history of France and its global engagements from the mid-seventeenth century to the present, this volume is an essential resource for all students who study the history, politics, and culture of modern France.

Routledge
February 2023: 342pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05625-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05626-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-36876-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056258

Race, Nation, and Capital in the Modern World

The Nexus of Inequality

Phillip Y. Nicholson

Race, Nation, and Capital in the Modern World is a comprehensive yet concise survey that traces the history of racism, nationalism and capitalism from their combined origins at the end of the 15th century to the present. This volume will appeal to students, scholars and those interested in studies on racism, race, capital, the history of inequality, and human and civil rights.

Routledge
March 2023: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05279-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05625-8: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-19842-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056258

Natural Things in Early Modern Worlds

Edited by Mackenzie Cooley, Anna Toledano and Duygu Yildirim

The essays and original visualizations collected in Natural Things in Early Modern Worlds explore the relationships among natural things, ranging from pollen in a gust of wind, to a carnivorous pitcher plant, to a shell-like skinned armadillo, and the humans enthralled with them. Museum-goers, scholars, scientists, and students will find new histories of nature and collecting within. Its playful visuality will capture the imagination of non-academic and academic readers alike while reminding us of the alienating capacity of the modern life sciences.

Routledge
May 2023: 420pp
Hb: 978-1-032-39720-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-39721-4: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-35105-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032397207

Rethinking Medieval and Renaissance Political Thought

Historiographical Problems, Fresh Interpretations, New Debates

Edited by Chris Jones, University of Canterbury, New Zealand and Takashi Shogimen

This collection of essays, written by leading experts, showcases historiographical problems, fresh interpretations, and new debates in medieval and Renaissance history and political thought. The volume is an ideal resource for both students and scholars interested in medieval and Renaissance history as well as the history of political thought.

Routledge
June 2023: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-38053-7: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-38054-4: £35.99
ebook: 978-1-003-34425-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032380544

Power and Faith

Politics and Religion in Europe from the Tenth to the Thirteenth Century

Richard Huscroft

Examining the developments in the political and religious landscape of Western Europe between the tenth and thirteenth centuries, Power and Faith explores the origins of dominant nation Sates and religious institutions in the West emerged out of the fractured and fragmented post-Carolingian world. Power and Faith is an essential introductory guide for students and researchers interested in politics, religion, and society in Western Europe during the middle ages.

Routledge
May 2023: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82138-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-82139-3: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-033-01366-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367821395

Scandinavia in the Middle Ages 900-1550

Between Two Oceans

Kirsil Salonen and Kurt Villads Jensen

Scandinavia in the Middle Ages covers the entire Middle Ages and integrates all areas of Scandinavian political, religious, cultural and social history into a coherent analysis. Within the broader narrative the historiography of the period and specific topics such as Norse literature, runes and neglected topics such as minorities, like the Sami and Jews, are discussed. Each chapter includes numerous textboxes, which explore central themes, persons and events in greater detail, ensuring students can quickly gauge the key information.

Routledge
February 2023: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55880-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55889-7: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-033-09551-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558897
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4th Edition

**Sexuality in Medieval Europe**

Doing Unto Others

Ruth Mazo Karras, University of Minnesota, USA and Katherine E. Pierpont

Now in its fourth edition, *Sexuality in Medieval Europe* provides a lively account of a society whose attitudes toward sexuality both were ancestral to, and differed from, contemporary ones. This volume is an essential resource for all those who study medieval history, medieval culture, and the history of sexuality in Europe.

*Routledge*

April 2023: 368pp

Hb: 978-1-138-30161-0: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-31345-0: £32.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367647278](http://www.routledge.com/9780367647278)

**Sources for the Holocaust**

A Guide

Edited by Paul R. Bartrop, Professor Emeritus, Florida Gulf Coast Univ., US, Visiting Professorial Fellow, Univ. of New South Wales, Australia

Series: Routledge Guides to Using Historical Sources

*Sources for Studying the Holocaust* provides a pathway for readers to engage with questions about what sources can be used to study the Holocaust. This book is a unique analysis of the types of sources that can be used to access the history of Holocaust. It will be of invaluable interest to readers, students and researchers of the Holocaust.

*Routledge*

April 2023: 240pp

Hb: 978-1-032-16450-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63292-2: £35.99

ebook: 978-1-003-24862-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032164502](http://www.routledge.com/9781032164502)

**The Spanish Habsburgs and Dynastic Rule, 1500–1700**

Elisabeth Geevers

This book analyses how dynasties were ‘made’ by the people belonging to it. It uses a social institutionalist framework to analyse how family dynamics gave rise to practices and roles. The kings of Spain only had limited power to control the construction of their dynasty, since births and deaths, processes of dynastic centralisation, pressure from subjects, relatives’ individual agency, rivalry among relatives and the institutionalisation of roles limited his power.

*Routledge*

June 2023: 304pp

Hb: 978-1-138-30160-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10947-3: £35.99

ebook: 978-1-003-21784-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032109473](http://www.routledge.com/9781032109473)

**Violence and Public Memory**

Edited by Martin Blatt, Northeastern University, USA

*Violence and Public Memory* assesses the relationship between these two subjects by examining their interconnections in varied case studies across the United States, South America, Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. Including photographs of many of the sites and events covered across the volume, this is an important book for readers interested in the complex and often difficult history of the relationship between violence and the way it is publicly remembered.

*Routledge*

June 2023: 304pp

Hb: 978-1-032-10948-0: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10947-3: £35.99

ebook: 978-1-003-21784-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032109473](http://www.routledge.com/9781032109473)

**Women, Gender and History in India**

Nita Kumar

*Women, Gender and History in India* examines Indian history through a thematic lens of women and gender across different contexts. This textbook is essential reading for those studying Indian history and women and gender studies.

*Routledge*

June 2023: 240pp

Hb: 978-1-138-30160-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10947-3: £35.99

ebook: 978-1-003-49925-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781138301610](http://www.routledge.com/9781138301610)

**War Crimes**

Law, Politics, & Armed Conflict in the Modern World

Steven P. Remy

This book is a concise and accessible introduction to the problem of war crimes in modern history, emphasizing the development of laws aimed at regulating the conduct of armed conflict developed from the 19th Century to the present. Including images, documents, a bibliography highlighting the most recent scholarship, a chronology, who’s who, and a glossary, this is the perfect introduction for those wishing to understand the complex field or war crimes history and its politics.
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De-mystifying Translation
Introducing Translation to Non-translators
Lynne Bowker
This textbook provides an accessible introduction to the field of translation for students of other disciplines and readers who are not translators. It provides students outside the translation profession with a greater awareness of and appreciation for what goes into translation. Providing readers with tools for their own personal translation-related needs, this book encourages an ethical approach to translation, and an insight into translation as a possible career. De-mystifying Translation is the ideal text for any non-specialist taking a course about translation and for anyone interested in learning more about the field of translation and translation studies.

Developing Multilingual Education Policies
Theory, Research, Practice
Michal Tannenbaum and Elana Shohamy
Divided into three parts, the authors begin by addressing the general notion of a multilingual education policy with specific reference to the Israeli context. The book then focuses on specific challenges confronting the new policy that have been explored in empirical studies and concludes with a proposed framework for a new multilingual education policy related to the core theoretical topics and empirical findings discussed in the previous chapters. This framework includes principles and strategies for implementing the process described in the book in other contexts, ensuring wide applicability and relevance.

Introducing Pragmatics
A Clinical Approach
Louise Cummings, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
This innovative, comprehensive course textbook uses a clinical approach to explore pragmatics and pragmatic language skills. Aimed equally at undergraduate and graduate students who are coming to pragmatics for the first time, the text discusses the key issues and concepts of this field in a fascinating new way. With a common, easy-to-follow structure across chapters and a wealth of pedagogical resources, this is an essential text for students of linguistics and applied linguistics, communication studies, speech-language pathology, psychology and cognitive science, and beyond.

Exploring Translation Theories
Anthony Pym
This engaging overview covers the key theories of equivalence, solution types, purpose, scientific approaches, uncertainty, automation, and cultural translation. Fully revised, this third edition adds coverage of Russian and Ukrainian theories, examples from Chinese, advances in machine translation, and research on translators’ cognitive processes. Readers are encouraged to explore the various theories and consider their strengths, weaknesses, and implications for translation practice. The book concludes with a survey of the way translation is used as a model in postmodern cultural studies and sociologies, extending its scope beyond traditional Western notions.

Language, Society and Power
6th Edition
Annabelle Mooney and Betsy Evans
Language, Society and Power provides an accessible introduction to the study of language in a variety of social contexts. This book examines the ways language functions, how it influences the way we view society and how it varies according to age, ethnicity, class and gender. Language, Society and Power assumes no linguistic background among readers, and is a must-read for all students of English language and linguistics, media, communication, cultural studies, sociology and psychology who are studying language and society for the first time.

Linguistics and Psychoanalysis
A New Perspective on Language Processing and Evolution
Thomas Paul Bonfiglio
This ground-breaking, provocative book presents an overview of research at the disciplinary intersection of psychoanalysis and linguistics. This will be an invaluable, fascinating resource for advanced students and scholars of theoretical and applied linguistics, the cognitive-behavioral sciences, metaphor studies, humor studies and play theory, anthropology, and beyond.
**Machine Learning in Translation**  
**Peng Wang and David B. Sawyer**  

*Machine Learning in Translation* introduces machine learning (ML) theories and technologies that are most relevant to translation processes, approaching the topic from a human perspective and emphasizing that ML and ML-driven technologies are tools for humans. Providing an exploration of the common ground between human and machine learning and of the nature of translation that leverages this new dimension, this book helps linguists, translators, and localizers better find their added value in a ML-driven translation environment.
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**Translation Ethics**  
**Joseph Lambert**  

*Translation Ethics* introduces the topic of ethics for students, researchers and professional translators. Based on a successful course and written by an experienced instructor, the ten core chapters offer an accessible examination of a wide range of interlocking topic areas, which combine to form a cohesive whole, guiding students through the key debates. This wide-ranging and accessible textbook has been carefully designed to be key reading for a wide range of courses, including distance-learning courses, from translation and interpreting ethics to translation theory and practice.
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**Meaning**  
**Betty J. Birner**  
Northern Illinois University, USA  

*Meaning* addresses the fundamental question of human language interaction: what it is to mean, and how we communicate our meanings to others. Experienced textbook writer and emeritus researcher Betty J. Birner gives balanced coverage to semantics and pragmatics, emphasizing interactions between the two, and discusses other fields of language study such as syntax, neurology, philosophy of language, and artificial intelligence in terms of their interfaces with linguistic meaning. Appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate-level courses in semantics, pragmatics, and general linguistics, *Meaning* is essential reading for all students of linguistic meaning.
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**Politics, Lies and Conspiracy Theories**  
**Marcel Danesi**  

*Politics, Lies and Conspiracy Theories: A Cognitive Linguistic Perspective* shows how language influences mechanisms of cognition, perception and belief, and by extension its power to manipulate thoughts and beliefs. This book is essential reading for students of cognitive linguistics and will enrich the studies of any student or researcher in language and linguistics more broadly, as well as discourse analysis, rhetoric or political science.
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**Understanding Discourse Analysis**  
**Bernadette Vine**  

*Understanding Discourse Analysis* provides students with an accessible and well-illustrated introduction to discourse analysis, explaining the main terminology and frameworks and presenting key findings of discourse studies. Written by an active researcher, this textbook is a fascinating and engaging introduction to discourse analysis and is ideal for students studying this topic for the first time.
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6th Edition

An Introduction to Literature, Criticism and Theory
Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle

Lively, original and highly readable, An Introduction to Literature, Criticism and Theory is the essential guide to literary studies. Starting at ‘The Beginning’ and concluding with ‘The End’, chapters range from the familiar, such as ‘Character’, ‘Narrative’ and ‘The Author’, to the more unusual, such as ‘Secrets’, ‘Pleasure’ and ‘Ghosts’. The sixth edition has been revised and updated throughout and includes four new chapters – ‘Literature’, ‘Loss’, ‘Human’ and ‘Migrant’. As well as fully up-to-date further reading sections at the end of each chapter, the book contains a comprehensive bibliography and an invaluable glossary of key literary terms.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-1-032-15401-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-15404-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25539-0
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* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032154015

An Introduction to Poetic Forms
Edited by Patrick Gill

An Introduction to Poetic Forms offers specimen discussions of poems through the lens of form. While each of its chapters does provide a standard definition of the form in question in its opening paragraphs, their main objective is to provide readings of specific examples to illustrate how individual poets have deviated from or subverted those expectations usually associated with the form under discussion. While providing the most vital information on the most widely taught forms of poetry, then, this collection will very quickly demonstrate that counting syllables and naming rhyme schemes is not the be-all and end-all of poetic form.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-1-032-15404-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-15401-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24400-4
£22.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032154015

Reading James Joyce

An Introduction

A. Nicholas Fargnoli and Michael Patrick Gillespie

Reading James Joyce is a ready-at-hand compendium and all-encompassing interpretive guide designed for teachers and students approaching Joyce’s writings for the first time, guiding readers to better understand Joyce’s works and the background from which they emerged. This uniquely comprehensive guide to Joyce will be an invaluable and comprehensive resource for readers exploring the influential world of Joyce studies.
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Pb: 978-1-032-12142-0: £32.99
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Tragedy

John Drakakis

Series: The New Critical Idiom

Tragedy is one of the oldest and most resilient forms of narrative. Considering texts from ancient Greece to the present day, this comprehensive introduction shows how tragedy has been re-imagined and redefined throughout Western cultural history. Drakakis examines a wealth of popular plays, including works from the ancient Greeks, Shakespeare, Bertolt Brecht, Sarah Kane, and Tom Stoppard as well as the rewriting and appropriating of ancient drama through a wide range of authors, such as Chaucer, George Eliot, Ted Hughes, and Colm Tóibín. Drakakis also demystifies complex philosophical interpretations of tragedy, including those of Hegel, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and
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3rd Edition

Ecocriticism

Greg Garrard

Series: The New Critical Idiom

Ecocriticism explores the ways in which we imagine the relationship between humans and the environment across many areas of cultural production, including Romantic poetry, wildlife documentaries, climate models, the Hollywood blockbuster The Day After Tomorrow, and novels by Margaret Atwood, Kim Scott, Barbara Kingsolver and Octavia Butler. Revised to reflect the diversity of twenty-first-century environmental writing and criticism, this edition addresses Climate change and justice, and features a new chapter on Indigeneity. Concise, clear, and authoritative, Ecocriticism offers the ideal introduction to this crucial subject for students of literary and cultural studies.
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Critical Theory Today

A User-Friendly Guide

Lois Tyson

This thoroughly updated fourth edition of Critical Theory Today offers an accessible introduction to contemporary critical theory, providing in-depth coverage of the most common approaches to literary analysis, including: feminism; psychoanalysis; Marxism; reader-response theory; New Criticism; structuralism and semiotics; deconstruction; new historicism and cultural criticism; lesbian, gay, and queer theory; African American criticism; postcolonial criticism, and eco-criticism. Engaging and rigorous, this is a “how-to” book for undergraduate and graduate students new to critical theory and for professors who want to broaden their repertoire of critical approaches to literature.
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**Earshot: Perspectives on Sound**

*Bruce Johnson*

*Earshot: Perspectives on Sound* awakens an understanding of the decisive role that sound has played in history and culture with the primary focus being the changing status of sound and hearing in Western culture over the last six hundred years, covering the transition from the medieval period to the contemporary world. This book is not a work of cultural theory but is anchored in social practices and material culture and is therefore a valuable resource for conveying sound to both undergraduate students as well as the general reader.

**Ethical Musicality**

*Gro Trondalen*

*Series: Music and Change: Ecological Perspectives*

*Ethical musicality* addresses the crossroads between music and ethics, combining philosophical knowledge, theoretical reflection, and practical understanding. When tied together, music and ethics link profoundly, offering real-life perspectives that would otherwise be inaccessible to us.

**Jazz and Death: Reception, Rituals, and Representations**

*Walter van de Leur*

*Series: Transnational Studies in Jazz*

Jazz and Death: Reception, Rituals, and Representations critically examines the myriad and complex interactions between jazz and death, from the New Orleans “jazz funeral” to jazz in heaven or hell, final recordings, jazz monuments, and the music’s own presumed death. It looks at how fans, critics, journalists, historians, writers, the media, and musicians have narrated, mythologized, and relayed those stories. What causes the fascination of the jazz world with its deaths? What does it say about how our culture views jazz and its practitioners? Is jazz somehow a fatal culture?

**The Psychology of Teaching and Learning Music**

*Edward R. McClellan*

The *Psychology of Teaching and Learning Music* introduces readers to the key theoretical principles, concepts, and research findings about learning, and how these concepts and principles can be applied in the music classroom. Showing students how to apply the psychology theory and research in practice as music educators, this book provides a valuable resource for undergraduate and graduate music education students and faculty.

**What in the World is Music? ENHANCED E-BOOK**

*Alison E. Arnold* and *Jonathan C. Kramer*

What in the World is Music? Second Edition, is an undergraduate, interactive e-textbook that explores the shared ways people engage with music and how humans organize and experience sound. It adopts a global approach, featuring more than 300 streaming videos and 50 streaming audio tracks of music from around the world. Drawing from both musicological and ethnomusicological modes of inquiry, the authors explain the nature and meaning of music as a universal human practice, making no distinction between Western and non-Western repertoires while providing students with strong points of connection to the ways it affects their own lives.
2nd Edition
Ancient Philosophy
A Contemporary Introduction
Christopher Shields
Series: Routledge Contemporary Introductions to Philosophy
In this new edition, Shields reaches even further to include material on Neoplatonism and on Augustine and Proclus, capturing—from Thales of Miletus to the end of the 6th Century C.E.—all of what might be called ancient philosophy. It traces the important connections between the periods and individuals of more than 1200 years of philosophy’s history without losing sight of the novelties and dynamics unique to each. The coverage of the Presocratics, Sophists, Plato, and Stoicism has also been expanded, so as to highlight Plato’s responses to the Sophistic movement in the development of his Theory of Forms.
Routledge
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Pb: 978-0-367-45835-5: £34.99
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* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333645

2nd Edition
Metaphysics
An Introduction
Alyssa Ney
Combining comprehensive coverage of the core elements of metaphysics with contemporary and lively debates within the subject, Alyssa Ney provides a rigorous and yet accessible overview of a rich array of topics, connecting the abstract nature of metaphysics with the real world. New in this edition are updated sections on social metaphysics, to cover gender and race; new sections on fundamentality, and grounding and guidance on the two tracks through the book, with or without logic. Additional features such as exercises, further reading, a glossary, and a companion website have all been updated to help students find their way around this subject.
Routledge
April 2023: 406pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35049-1: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-815-35049-1: £36.99
ebook: 978-1-351-14120-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815350491

2nd Edition
Critical Thinking: The Basics
Stuart Hanscomb, University of Glasgow, UK
Series: The Basics
An accessible and engaging introduction to the field of critical thinking, drawing on philosophy, communication and psychology. This 2nd edition has been revised and updated throughout and includes a new chapter on emotion and argument and how to build persuasive arguments. There are also many fresh examples, including conspiracy theories, trust, leadership and cultural cognition.
With updated discussion questions/exercises and suggestions for further reading, this book is an essential read for students approaching the field of critical thinking for the first time, and for the general reader wanting to improving their thinking skills.
Routledge
June 2023: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-03-032136-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-03-032136-6: £18.99
ebook: 978-1-003-02565-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780030321366

Philosophy through Computer Science
An Introduction
Daniel Lim
In providing an introduction to computer science (using Python), Daniel Lim presents in this book key philosophical issues, ranging from external world skepticism to the existence of God to the problem of induction. Issues are introduced through the use of critical computational concepts, ranging from image manipulation to recursive programming to elementary machine learning techniques. In illuminating some of the overlapping conceptual spaces of computer science and philosophy, Lim teaches the reader fundamental programming skills and allows them to develop the critical thinking skills essential for examining some of the enduring questions of philosophy.
Routledge
March 2023: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22137-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22136-6: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-27128-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032221366

Do We Have a Soul?
A Debate
Eric T. Olson and Aaron Segal
Series: Little Debates about Big Questions
Are we made entirely of matter, like sticks and stones? Or do we have a soul—a nonphysical entity—where our mental lives take place? The authors Eric T. Olson and Aaron Segal begin this accessible and wide ranging debate by looking at the often-overlooked question of whether we appear in ordinary experience to be material things. The debate takes in large philosophical questions extending well beyond dualism and materialism. The book features clear statements of each argument, responses to counter-arguments, in-text definitions, a glossary of key terms, and section summaries.
Routledge
July 2023: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47026-5: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-032-02990-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333645

Self-Control
Marcela Herdova, Florida State University, USA, Stephen Kearns, Florida State University, USA and Neil Levy, Macquarie University, Australia
Series: New Problems of Philosophy
Self-control is a fundamental part of being human. It poses philosophical and psychological questions about the nature of belief, motivation, judgement and decision-making. Failures of self-control can have high costs, resulting in ill-health, loss of relationships and even violence and death, whereas strong self-control is also often associated with having a virtuous character.
Including chapter summaries, suggestions for further reading and a glossary of key terms, this book is essential reading for students of philosophy of mind and psychology, moral psychology, free will and ethics, as well as those in related fields such as psychology and cognitive science.
Routledge
December 2022: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35731-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-815-35734-6: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-351-14272-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357346
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<tr>
<td>What Even Is Gender?</td>
<td>R. A. Briggs and B. R. George</td>
<td>Little Debates about Big Questions</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>£32.99</td>
<td>April 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is Consciousness?</td>
<td>Amy Kind and Daniel Stoljar</td>
<td>Little Debates about Big Questions</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>£29.99</td>
<td>June 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Is Philosophy?</td>
<td>Richard Fumerton</td>
<td>What is this thing called?</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>£34.99</td>
<td>April 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why It’s OK to Not Be Monogamous</td>
<td>Justin L. Clardy</td>
<td>Why It’s OK</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>£120.00</td>
<td>March 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3rd Edition

A Critical Introduction to the Study of Religion

Craig Martin

A Critical Introduction to the Study of Religion introduces the key concepts and theories from religious studies that are necessary for a full understanding of the complex ways in which religious and cultural institutions and traditions influence society. All ideas and theories are clearly illustrated, with contemporary and engaging examples and case studies throughout. It’s an essential text for all students approaching the subject area for the first time.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-1-003-25746-2 eBook: 978-1-003-07972-9
£34.99
Pb: 978-0-367-52883-6
£120.00

On the Significance of Religion for the SDGs

Christine Schliesser

Series: Religion Matters

On the Significance of Religion for the SDGs: An Introduction

This timely volume addresses the rising interest in the role of religion in global issues worldwide. The ambitious Agenda 2030 and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) serve as the framework for this exploration. Combining cutting-edge research with case studies and concrete implications for academics, policymakers and practitioners, this concise and easily accessible volume helps to build bridges between these different actors and their engagement. It serves as the introductory volume to the series ‘Religion Matters: On the Significance of Religion in Global Issues’.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-1-032-36493-3 eBook: 978-1-032-36494-0
£48.99
Pb: 978-0-367-69180-6
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On the Significance of Religion for the SDGs

Christine Schliesser

Series: Religion Matters

On the Significance of Religion for the SDGs: An Introduction

This timely volume addresses the rising interest in the role of religion in global issues worldwide. The ambitious Agenda 2030 and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) serve as the framework for this exploration. Combining cutting-edge research with case studies and concrete implications for academics, policymakers and practitioners, this concise and easily accessible volume helps to build bridges between these different actors and their engagement. It serves as the introductory volume to the series ‘Religion Matters: On the Significance of Religion in Global Issues’.
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Neelima Shukla-Bhatt

Hinduism: The Basics

Hinduism: The Basics introduces readers to the third largest, and arguably the oldest, living religious tradition. The book explores the variety of philosophical schools, priestly rituals, and popular practices common in the Hindu faith, presenting the rich and layered diversity of its traditions in each of its manifestations. Featuring glossaries, timelines, suggestions for further reading, and a list of key deities, this is an ideal introduction to Hindu beliefs and traditions for undergraduates and others new to the study of Hinduism.

Routledge
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Living Folk Religions

Edited by Sravana Borkatky-Varma and Aaron Michael Ulley

Living Folk Religions presents cutting-edge contributions from a range of disciplines to examine folk religions across cultures. This collection embraces the non-elite and non-sanctioned, the oral, fluid, accessible, evolving religion of people (vulk-on-the-ground). It’s a must-read for those studying Comparative Religions, World Religions, and Religious Studies, and it will interest specialists and general readers, particularly enthusiastic readers of Anthropology, Folklore and Folk Studies, Global Studies, and Sociology.
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2nd Edition

Religion in America: The Basics

Michael Pasquier

Series: The Basics

Religion in America: The Basics is a concise introduction to the historical development of religions in the United States. This thoroughly revised second edition now covers the Obama and Trump administrations, Black Lives Matter, Christian nationalism, pluralism, and the development of the ‘nones’ and the ‘unaffiliated’. With each chapter featuring concise summaries and suggested further readings, this book is an invaluable resource for students approaching the history of religion in America for the first time.
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Reading Religion and Popular Culture

Edited by Elizabeth Rae Coody, Dan W. Clanton Jr. and Terry Ray Clark

Understanding Religion and Popular Culture 2nd edition provides an accessible introduction to this exciting and rapidly evolving field. Divided into two parts, Issues in Religion and Genres in Popular Culture, it encourages readers to think critically about the ways in which popular cultural practices and products, especially those considered as forms of entertainment, are laden with religious ideas, themes, and values. Providing a set of practical and theoretical tools for learning and research, this book is an essential read for all students of Religion and Popular Culture, or Religion and Media more broadly.
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COVID-19: Individual Rights and Community Responsibilities
Edited by J. Michael Ryan, Nazarbayev University, Kazakhstan
Series: The COVID-19 Pandemic Series
COVID-19: Individual Rights and Community Responsibilities provides critical insights into the tensions between individual rights and community responsibilities during the COVID-19 pandemic. Questions about mandates, lockdowns, priorities, and broader questions related to neighborly responsibilities and human rights have been central to debates about how to confront the pandemic. The scholarship presented in this volume adds to those debates by confronting such issues as the role of social media in spreading misinformation, mask mandates, pandemic politics, and the very ethos of what is meant by human and individual rights.

Routledge
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Crisis in the Professions
The New Dark Age
Kevin T Leicht and Mary Fennell, University of Iowa
Crisis in the Professions presents a wide, panoramic view exploring the state of professional work in the 21st century. In their compelling analysis, the authors raise profound issues affecting traditional pathways to professional success and document recent critical trends that could hold large consequences for future generations of workers. With piercing insight and excellent theoretical and empirical grounding, this book is a versatile and valuable study for scholars and students, as well as advanced students, in the areas of work and organizations and economic sociology.
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Dying for Capitalism
Extinction and What We Can Do About It
Charles Derber and Suren Moodliar
Series: Universalizing Resistance
Dying for Capitalism analyzes the “triangle of extinction” that links capitalism, environmental destruction, and militarism as a system that cannot sustain life on the planet. The authors analyze how the extinction triangle evolved historically, how it functions globally as integral to the world capitalist order, and how the United States has become the dominant “extinction nation.” This is an original, accessible book for scholars, students, activists, and the general public on the greatest crisis the world has faced.
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From the Pandemic to Utopia
The Future Begins Now
Boaventura de Sousa Santos
Series: Epistemologies of the South
The coronavirus pandemic forces us to rethink our contemporaneity, bringing to the surface human fragilities that contradict the euphoria of the fourth industrial revolution with aggravated social inequality and racial discrimination that characterize our societies. From Pandemic to Utopia argues that the virus teaches us that the deep causes of the pandemic lie in our dominant mode of production and consumption.

Routledge
April 2023: 262pp
Hb: 978-1-032-35549-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-35553-6: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032355536

Gender Revolution
How Electoral Politics and #MeToo are Reshaping Everyday Life
Pamela Aronson and Matthew R. Fleming
Gender Revolution carefully examines the profound transformations happening in both public and private arenas of gender relations and draws critical attention to the simultaneous and potent challenges that have risen up in response. Combining analysis of political trends and social movements with intimate insight into personal views about gendered experiences and issues, this book reveals how movement ideas diffuse into broader culture and offers an essential study for readers keen to understand contemporary shifts in gender, society, and culture.

Routledge
July 2023: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12595-4: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12596-1: £35.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032125954

Happiness
Bent Greve, Roskilde University, Denmark
Series: Key Ideas
This fully revised and updated edition of Happiness provides an accessible introduction to the concept of happiness and how it can be applied to public policy in order to help citizens achieve the good life.

Routledge
June 2023: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-38444-7: £84.99
Pb: 978-1-032-38443-0: £19.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032384443
Homo Ecophagus
A Deep Diagnosis to Save the Earth

Warren M. Hern

World population trends often are passed over lightly in recent discussions of climate change. Warren Hern, M.D. and anthropologist, brings population back to the fore in his analysis of how population growth has already brought the human world to a point where human extinction is foreseeable. Identifying a “malignant ecopathological process,” he documents a wide array of human systems activities that are subject to breakdown if current trends continue. Based on his decades of original research in rural Peru, and studies of African population growth, Hern uses systems analysis to unveil the many threatening processes of current human activities – and point to system-based solutions.

Routledge
September 2022: 362pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32421-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-32222-3: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-033-11495-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032322223

Long Lives are for the Rich
Aging, the Life Course, and Social Justice

Jan Baars

Long Lives are for the Rich is the title of a silent ominous program that affects the lives of millions of people. In all developed countries disadvantaged and, especially, poor people die much earlier than the most advantaged. During these shorter lives they suffer ten to twenty years longer from disabilities or chronic diseases. This does not happen accidentally: health inequalities are mainly caused by social inequalities that are reproduced over the life course. This crucial function of the life course has become painfully visible during its neoliberal reorganization since the early 1980s.

Routledge
June 2023: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-49196-7: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-49116-9: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-39259-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032491967

Pandemic Pedagogies
Teaching and Learning during the COVID-19 Pandemic

Edited by J. Michael Ryan, Nazarbayev University, Kazakhstan

Pandemic Pedagogies: Teaching and Learning during the COVID-19 Pandemic provides critical insights into the impact of the pandemic on the education system, pedagogical approaches and educational inequalities. The pandemic has significantly disrupted education and exacerbated disparities in the education system. The scholarship in this volume takes a closer look at many of the issues at the heart of the educational process including teacher self-efficacy, the gendered and racialized impacts of the pandemic on education, school closures, and institutional responses.

Routledge
January 2023: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34843-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-34843-8: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-32409-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032348438

Pulling Back the Curtain on Qualitative Research

William Thompson and Mica Thompson, Texas A&M University Commerce, USA

Pulling Back the Curtain on Qualitative Research provides a practical, in-depth guide to conducting qualitative sociological field research. Each chapter centers a different research study conducted by the authors, and in their reflection, they offer step-by-step guidance on the different components that make up a successful study. Emphasis is given to important ethical considerations that arise in research studies and the authors describe in detail the unexpected findings that readers should brace for while conducting their own fieldwork. Paring tangible advice with meditative musings, this book will be a wonderful read for students and aspiring scholars in the social sciences.

Routledge
December 2022: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34155-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-34154-8: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-32076-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032341545

13th Edition
The Rich Get Richer, the Poor Get Prison

Jeffrey Reiman and Paul Leighton, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, USA

For 40 years, this classic text has taken the issue of economic inequality seriously and asked: Why are our prisons filled with the poor? Why aren’t the tools of the criminal justice system being used to protect Americans from predatory business practices and to punish well-off people who cause widespread harm? This new edition continues to engage readers in important exercises of critical thinking: Why has the U.S. relied so heavily on tough crime policies despite evidence of their limited effectiveness, and how much of the decline in crime rates can be attributed to them?

Routledge
April 2023: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-44072-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-43752-1: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-37028-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032437521

White Minority Nation
Past, Present and Future

Joe R. Feagin, Texas A&M University

Written by a leading scholar of US racial studies, this is the only book to comprehensively analyze the societal implications of the U.S. becoming a white minority nation as demographic changes bring people of color into the majority. The changes portend important political changes, as seen in recent American elections, with more change to come, leading to the prospects of further backlash and/or policy changes to ensure the political, economic, and legal rights of diverse populations. Many of Feagin’s previous books are academic bestsellers.

Routledge
May 2023: 342pp
Hb: 978-1-032-41817-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-41821-6: £32.99
ebook: 978-1-003-35598-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032418179
5th Edition

**Acting for Animators**

*Ed Hooks*

Ed Hooks’ essential acting guidebook for animators has been fully revised and updated in this 5th edition, capturing some of the vast changes that have affected the animation industry in recent years. Written specifically for animation professionals, this book provides an essential primer for creating empathetic and dynamic character performance and shows how the strongest storytelling structures work. New to this 5th edition are four new scene-by-scene acting analyses of animated feature films and a comprehensive and updated section titled ‘Classroom Notes.’ *Acting for Animators* is essential reading for all students and teachers of animation courses.

Routledge

May 2023: 226pp

Hb: 978-1-138-68002-9: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-032-26647-3: £29.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032266473](http://www.routledge.com/9781032266473)

---

**Giving and Taking Voice in Learning Disabled Theatre**

*Tony McCaffrey*

*Giving and Taking Voice in Learning Disabled Theatre* offers unique insight into the question of ‘voice’ in learning disabled theatre and what is gained and lost in making performance. It is grounded in the author’s eighteen years of making theatre with Different Light Theatre company in Christchurch, New Zealand. This book draws on an extensive archive of performer interviews, recordings of rehearsal processes, and informal logs of travelling together and sharing experience. This is a vital and valuable book for anyone involved in making theatre with people with intellectual disabilities, either as a performer, director, dramaturg or critic.

Routledge

April 2023: 210pp

Hb: 978-0-367-53897-2: £120.00


* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367538972](http://www.routledge.com/9780367538972)

---

**Inside The Performance Workshop**

A Sourcebook for Rasaboxes and Other Exercises

*Edited by Rachel Bowditch, Paula Murray Cole and Michele Minnick*

*Inside The Performance Workshop: A Sourcebook for Rasaboxes and Other Exercises* is the first full-length volume dedicated to the history, theory, practice, and application of a suite of performer training exercises developed by Richard Schechner and elaborated by the editors and contributors. This book combines both practical ‘how-to’ guidance, and applications in diverse contexts including undergraduate and graduate actor training, television acting, K-12 education, devising, and drama therapy. The book serves as an introduction to the work as well as an essential resource for experienced practitioners.

Routledge

May 2023: 360pp

Hb: 978-1-138-68002-9: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-138-68002-9: £34.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781138680029](http://www.routledge.com/9781138680029)

---

**Stages of Reckoning**

Antracist and Decolonal Actor Training

*Edited by Amy Mihiyang Ginther*

Series: Routledge Series in Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion in Theatre and Performance

*Stages of Reckoning* is a crucial conversation about how racialized bodies and power intersect within actor training spaces.

Routledge

December 2022: 288pp

Hb: 978-0-367-46600-8: £120.00

Pb: 978-0-367-46600-8: £29.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032255432](http://www.routledge.com/9781032255432)

---

**The Production Manager’s Toolkit**

*Cary Gillett and Jay Sheehan*

Series: The Focal Press Toolkit Series

The Production Manager’s Toolkit Second Edition offers an up-to-date, comprehensive introduction to a career in theatrical and special event production for new and aspiring professionals, given by expert voices in the field. It discusses management techniques, communication skills, and relationship building tactics to become effective and successful production managers. This edition includes all new case studies, new chapters, and updated content throughout. Filled with references, tools, templates, and checklists, this is an invaluable resource for students in Production Management, Events Management, and Stage Management courses as well as new and aspiring professionals.

Routledge

March 2023: 310pp

Hb: 978-0-367-80817-4: £120.00

Pb: 978-0-367-80817-4: £34.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367808174](http://www.routledge.com/9780367808174)

---

**The Voice Coach’s Toolkit**

*Pamela Prather*

Series: The Focal Press Toolkit Series

This book identifies the professional vocal coaching opportunities and the avenues by which a student or early career coach can navigate the vocation. The Voice Coach is defined as someone who coaches the spoken voice in three precise areas: the teaching artist, the professional film/Tv/theatre coach, and the professional voice-user coach. Each area is broadly defined and includes in-depth interviews and practical advice from top coaches along with the author’s personal expertise. This book is useful for both early-career coaches and for those looking to expand their vocal coaching career or vocal pedagogy students who need a broad survey of all three areas.

Routledge

March 2023: 240pp

Hb: 978-0-367-43881-4: £120.00


* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367438814](http://www.routledge.com/9780367438814)
Developing Child-Centred Practice for Safeguarding and Child Protection

Strategies for Every Early Years Setting

Rachel Buckler
Series: Little Minds Matter

Placing children at the centre of safeguarding principles and practices is vital for ensuring the best child-protection. This resource provides early years practitioners with all that they need to be confident and competent as they fulfil their roles and obligations to safeguard children. It explores the main factors that impact on the lives of young children in the current safeguarding climate, and is a starting point for understanding the risks and categories of abuse and neglect. Grounded in best practice at every level, it gives practitioners encouragement and advice to help shape and drive practice forward with child-centred motives, practices, and perspectives.

Routledge
February 2023: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68347-4: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-13705-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683498

Little Brains Matter

A Practical Guide to Brain Development and Neuroscience in Early Childhood

Debbie Garvey
Series: Little Minds Matter

This accessible guide introduces neuroscience, demystifying terminology and language and increasing the knowledge, skills and, importantly, confidence of anyone interested in brain development in early childhood. Practical and reflective chapters highlight the multi-faceted role of adults as 'brain builders' and encourage the reader to consider how the environment, play and interactions are crucially interlinked. The book considers cutting-edge science and introduces this in an accessible way to look at a range of ways that adults can support children. It will be essential reading for anyone interested in early childhood development.

Routledge
March 2023: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72447-4: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-15484-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367724467

2nd Edition

Trauma-Informed Practices for Early Childhood Educators

Relationship-Based Approaches that Reduce Stress, Build Resilience, and Support Healing in Young Children

Julie Nicholson, Mills College, USA, Linda Perez, Julie Kurtz, Shawn Bryant and Drew Giles

This new edition guides childcare providers and early educators working with infants, toddlers, pre-schoolers, and early elementary-aged children to understand trauma as well as its impact on young children’s brains, behavior, learning, and development. Updates include a greater emphasis on resilience and collaborating with mental health specialists, a new chapter on developing children’s sensory literacy, and additional case studies to use in workshops or professional development. Supervisors and coaches will learn a range of powerful trauma-responsive practices that they can use to support workforce development and enhance their quality improvement initiatives.

Routledge
May 2023: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29897-9: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-30257-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032298283
A Practical Guide to Educating Learners with Down Syndrome

Supporting Lifelong Learning

Rhonda M. Faragher, University of Queensland, Australia

Taking a unique lifespan, curriculum-based approach, Rhonda Faragher promotes the understanding that people with Down syndrome are a diverse group with vast potential and varied learning needs. The book covers core learning areas such as literacy, numeracy, science and the humanities, and features key points from the literature, teaching strategies, practitioner vignettes and personal stories from people with Down syndrome. It considers learning from birth and early intervention, through primary and secondary school, to post-secondary education and into various contexts of adulthood.

Routledge
March 2023: 242pp
Pb: 978-0-367-20651-2: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367206512

Anti-Black Literacy Laws and Policies

Ariette Ingram Willis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

This groundbreaking book uncovers how anti-Black racism has informed and perpetuated anti-literacy laws, policies, and customs from the colonial period to the present day. A counternarrative of the history of Black literacy in the United States, the book’s historical lens reveals the interlocking political and social structures that have repeatedly failed to support equity in literacy for Black students. A definitive history of the instructional and legal structures that have harmed generations of Black people, this text is essential for scholars, students, and policymakers in literacy education, reading research, history of education, and social justice education.

Routledge
May 2023: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27500-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27501-7: £26.99
ebook: 978-1-003-26273-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032275000

Augmented Education in the Global Age

Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Learning and Work

Edited by Daniel Araya and Peter Marber, Harvard University and Johns Hopkins University, USA

Augmented Education in the Global Age: Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Learning and Work is an edited collection that explores the impact of Artificial Intelligence on learning and work, and how this emerging technology will transform and disrupt our current institutions. Bringing together expert perspectives from around the world, this is the exciting, informative collection of research and analysis surrounding the future of work and learning amid rapid, accelerating technological change.

Routledge
May 2023: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13777-3: £26.99
Pb: 978-1-032-13777-3: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032137773

Boys Do Cry

Improving Boys’ Mental Health and Wellbeing in Schools

Matt Pinkett

From bullying and sexism to traditional ideals of masculinity, outdated expectations of what it is to be male are causing boys to suffer. Boys Do Cry examines key research on factors impacting boys’ mental health and arms teachers with a range of practical strategies to start enacting positive change. This is an essential read for teachers and school leaders who want to ensure they are improving the mental health of boys in their schools, challenging toxic behaviours, and equipping the current generation of boys to become happy, healthy, emotionally articulate men.

Routledge
May 2023: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16868-5: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-25072-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032168692

Children and Interculturality in Education

Andreas Jacobsson, Karlstad University, Sweden, Heidi Layne, University of Jyväskylä, Finland and Fred Dervin, University of Helsinki, Finland

This book presents new perspectives on how to introduce interculturality to children. It proposes a concrete model for introducing sensitive topics around culture, race and intersectionality. The book develops the reader’s criticality and reflexivity, providing original and concrete tools to introduce interculturality to children and to make children aware of how intercultural issues matter in their lives and in the world. It includes case studies of children’s realities from across the world, and provides insights into how to approach sensitive topics such as culturalism, discrimination, inequality, racism, wealth and health in relation to diversity in different contexts.

Routledge
January 2023: 111pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24578-2: £45.00
Pb: 978-1-032-24579-9: £17.00
ebook: 978-1-003-27994-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032245782

Coaching in Gifted Education

Tools for Building Capacity and Catalyzing Change

Emily L. Mofield, Lipscomb University, USA and Vicki Phelps, Milligan University, USA

Gifted students spend most of their time in the regular classroom, yet few general education teachers have the specialized training to address their unique needs. Outlining a step-by-step guide for the coaching process, this valuable resource equips gifted and talented coaches with tools to support teachers to meet the needs and reveal talent among gifted and high-potential students through differentiation in the regular education classroom.

Routledge
July 2023: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-032-37515-1: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-44056-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032375144
Constructing Online Work-Based Learning Placements
Approaches to Pedagogy, Design, Planning and Implementation

Lisa Taylor
This text offers a step-by-step approach to understanding and applying the principles of design and delivery in online work-based learning (WBL) placements for students. This evidence-based book explores the emergent properties and additional value that online WBL placements provide to student learning and employability prospects, focusing on effective pedagogy, design, planning, and implementation. It also presents the Peer Enhanced e-Placement (PEEP), which has been adapted and adopted by numerous higher education teams organizing online WBL placements, and the case example included in these pages will guide readers through their own implementation and collaborations.

Routledge
February 2023: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-39378-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26188-1: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-31587-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032393780

Designing for Depth in the Classroom
A Framework for Purposeful Differentiation

Andi McNair, Education Service Center Region 12, USA
Differentiate your gifted classroom by designing experiences instead of writing lesson plans with Designing for Depth in the Classroom: A Framework for Purposeful Differentiation. With practical strategies, advice, and examples imparted in a refreshing conversational tone, this valuable resource is required reading for all educators interested in challenging and exciting their students in a meaningful and manageable way.

Routledge
December 2022: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-39378-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26188-1: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-34947-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032393780

Educating the Gifted
Wisdom and Insights for Inspired Teaching

Tracy Ford Inman
Get inspired, learn from others, and reflect on the joy of making a difference with Educating the Gifted! This uplifting collection is a must read for new teachers excited about their upcoming journey, as well as experienced educators and admin looking to reinvigorate their practice.

Routledge
February 2023: 114pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19441-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-19441-7: £22.99
ebook: 978-1-003-25919-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032194417

Educational Neuroscience for Literacy Teachers
Research-backed Methods and Practices for Effective Reading Instruction

Lucy Spence and Ayan Mitra
Bridging the world of reading instruction and applied cognitive neuroscience, this book presents research-backed reading instructional methods and explains how they can be understood through the lens of brain processes. Delving into the extent to which neuroscience can underpin reading research, this text is ideal for pre-service teachers, educators, and students in the fields of language arts and literacy, as well as cognitive neuroscience.

Routledge
April 2023: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18778-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18394-7: £36.99
ebook: 978-1-003-25619-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032187785

English Language Teacher Education in Changing Times

Edited by Zeinab A. Taha, Lia D. Kamhi-Stein and Georgios Kompas
This volume addresses challenges that the field of English language teacher education has faced in the past several years. The global pandemic has caused extreme stress and has also served as a catalyst for new ways of teaching, learning, and leading. Educators have relied on their creativity and resiliency to identify innovative teaching practices and insights that inform the profession going forward. Contributors describe how teacher educators have responded to the specific needs and difficulties of educating teachers and teaching second language learners in challenging circumstances around the world and how these innovations can transform education going forward into the future.

Routledge
March 2023: 258pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28207-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26291-8: £36.99
ebook: 978-1-003-29572-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032262918

Equitable Adult Learning
Four Transformative Organizations Serving Diverse Communities

Edited by Bob Hughes, Seattle University, Deanna Iceman Sands, Seattle University and Ted Kalmus, Seattle University
Series: American Association for Adult and Continuing Education
This book provides case studies written by practitioners from four organizations serving diverse adult learners in equitable, inclusive, and just ways. Their work employs an adapted version of the Education Deans for Justice and Equity Framework for Assessment and Transformation, a comprehensive tool grounded in research on equity and justice. The editors situate this book in the history and need for increased equity and justice in adult education. This book will appeal to academics in adult education, social justice education, qualitative research methods, and organizational development.

Routledge
March 2023: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26188-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26189-8: £36.99
ebook: 978-1-003-28699-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032261881

For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com
Ethics and Educational Technology
Reflection, Interrogation, and Design as a Framework for Practice

Stephanie L. Moore and Heather K. Tillberg-Webb

Ethics and Educational Technology explores the creation and implementation of learning technologies through an applied ethical lens. This first-of-its-kind book provides an evidence-based, process-oriented model for ethics in technology-driven instructional design and development, one that necessitates intentional reflective practice, a critical and theoretically informed interrogation of technology, and a participatory, emancipatory approach to technology design and applications.

Routledge
May 2023: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-415-89507-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-89508-8: £46.99
ebook: 978-0-367-42889-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415895088

Global Perspectives and New Challenges in Culturally Responsive Pedagogies
Super-diversity and Teaching Practice

Edited by Lester-Irabinna Rigney
Led by Professor Lester-Irabinna Rigney this book brings together diverse communities of education research in an innovative way to develop a nuanced understanding of the relationship between education and democracy.

This book synthesises a range of theoretical conceptual and empirical approaches to address the complex challenges faced by young people and societies in the 21st century. This book will be relevant to educators, researchers, and policy makers who are interested in Indigenous education, educational sociology, cultural safety, critical pedagogy and education leadership theory.

Routledge
May 2023: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-37179-5: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-33571-8: £35.99
ebook: 978-1-032-33571-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032335718

Guiding Kids Through the Tough Moments
Techniques to Build a Space Where Children Can Thrive

Mark Le Messurier, Education consultant, Australia

This book centres around those moments when we must get involved, or call a child out on an unsafe, careless, or selfish action. It provides guidance for navigating the commodification and the processes, as well as the grit required in the tougher moments. It’s these moments that reveal what is really happening between children and their parents, educators, or carers. The book outlines a special set of attitudes and skills described as using our ‘soft eyes and warm hearts’. In this space, we hold a child or teen accountable using an almost counterculture mindset. One that connects leadership and strength, directly with kindness.

Routledge
May 2022: 172pp
Hb: 978-1-032-36649-2: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-34671-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032366508

Handbook of Research on Science Education
Volume III

Edited by Norman G. Lederman, Dana L. Zeidler and Judith S. Lederman

Series: Teaching and Learning in Science Series

Volume III of this landmark synthesis of research offers a comprehensive, state-of-the-art survey highlighting new and emerging research perspectives in science education. Building on the foundations set in Volumes I and II, Volume III provides a globally-minded, up-to-the-minute survey of the science education research community, and represents the diversity of the field. Each chapter has been updated with new research and new content, and Volume III has been further developed to include new and expanded coverage on astronomy and space education, college-level science teaching, design-based research, interdisciplinary and STEM education, and inclusive science education, among much more.

Routledge
March 2023: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42888-4: £250.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42889-1: £110.00
ebook: 978-0-367-85575-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428891

Inclusive Education at the Crossroads
Exploring Effective Special Needs Provision in Global Contexts

Philippa Gordon-Gould and Garry Homby

Inclusive Education at the Crossroads explores the short and long-term effectiveness of government plans to reform policy for special needs education, confronting questions on policies about inclusion and suggesting alternative ways forward for achieving more effective education of children with SEND. It provides theory and research for teachers, school leaders, policy makers, researchers, parents and anyone seeking practical solutions to meeting the needs of pupils with SEND in any global context. It will encourage open debate about the essence of educational inclusion in order to stimulate creative thinking among all stakeholders.

Routledge
March 2023: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20215-5: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-26270-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032202167

Mathematics Lessons to Look Forward To!
20 Favourite Activities and Themes for Teaching Ages 9 to 16

Jim Noble

This book is essential for anyone involved or thinking about being involved in teaching and learning mathematics at school. It is packed full of practical and fun lesson ideas and activities, combining the author’s infectious enthusiasm for school mathematics with the challenge of engaging students with the nature of the subject. Using humor, enthusiasm, and years of teaching expertise, Jim Noble presents the features and potential of ideas and experiments he has used in his classroom. Without preaching anything other than the joy of mathematics, this intelligent, humorous, and practical book will act as a catalyst for teachers looking to develop their own understanding and practice.

Routledge
March 2023: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21047-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21049-0: £14.99
ebook: 978-1-003-26600-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032210490
Mindful Educational Leadership
Contemplative, Cognitive, and Organizational Systems and Practices
Sharon D. Kruse
Mindful Educational Leadership unpacks the literature of mindfulness as it applies to K-12 school leadership. Crossing disciplinary and theoretical boundaries, scholar and mindfulness coach Sharon Kruse explores mindfulness in three complementary research and philosophical traditions—contemplative, cognitive, and organizational—and applies it to school leadership. An exciting resource for aspiring educational leaders, each chapter also includes supporting resources for study, practice, and reflection on key concepts.
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3rd Edition
Passionate Learners
How to Engage and Empower Your Students
Pernille Ripp, Global Read Aloud, USA
Would you want to be a student in your own classroom? In this bestseller, Pernille Ripp challenges novice and seasoned teachers to co-create a positive learning environment with students. Pernille offers ideas for building community, creating more choice, and allowing time for student expertise. This new edition provides additional strategies and tools on topics such as centering students’ identities, overcoming barriers when creating student-centered lessons, managing your time, changing your homework habits, and deemphasizing grades. With Pernille’s stories and strategies, you’ll feel inspired to foster a community of passionate learners!
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ebook: 978-1-003-33057-8
For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032361482

4th Edition
Qualitative Research in Education
A User’s Guide
Marilyn Lichtman
The 4th edition of this book offers a reader-friendly and accessible introduction to conducting qualitative research in education. Author Marilyn Lichtman outlines the history, context, and traditions of qualitative research, before walking readers through the research process step-by-step, from planning and research design through qualitative methodologies, techniques, and strategies including interviewing, observing, and making use of data including documents, images, and online resources. The fourth edition has been thoroughly revised and updated, featuring new examples, an increased focus on virtual and digital data collection, and innovative new approaches to qualitative research.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-1-032-25175-2: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-28191-7
For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032251745

Rewilding Children’s Imaginations
99 Creative Activities Inspired by Nature and Folktales from Around the World
Pia Jones, Sarah Pimenta and Tamsin Cooke
This practical and creative resource is designed to engage children in the natural world through folktales, storytelling, and artmaking. Using the lens of folktales and myths of the land, children are encouraged to explore a variety of activities and exercises across different art media, from visual art making to storytelling, drama, and movement. The guide brings together nature, art, and oral storytelling in easy and accessible ways to help children connect with the world around them. It is essential and enjoyable reading for primary teachers, outdoor practitioners, therapists, art educators, community and youth workers, home schoolers, parents, carers, and families.
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For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032014517

Sparkling Curiosity through Project-Based Learning in the Early Childhood Classroom
Strategies and Tools to Unlocked Student Potential
Elizabeth Hoyle Konecni
This book teaches educators to unlock the creativity in all learners while celebrating inquiry at its highest levels. Each chapter explores how to create learning spaces that invite deep inquiry, initiate thoughtful conversations, invite wonder and curiosity in learning each day, and maintain high levels of engagement. The approachable framework is built around the three-phase project model and is broken down into a user-friendly planning tool. Coupled with noteworthy true stories, sample units and example pictures, early childhood educators will come away with tools and plans to enhance teaching and learning practices in their classroom through a project-based approach.
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Special Educational Needs and Disability
The Basics
Janice Wearmouth
Series: The Basics
Special Educational Needs and Disability provides a clear, coherent overview of the historical development of the field of special educational, or additional learning or support needs and disability, and discussion of important past and current social and political contexts in which this took place, as well as changes in the law across time. It offers broad coverage of a range of needs and disabilities, and how effectively to identify and support those young people who experience such needs.
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Teaching & Learning Illuminated
The Big Ideas, Illustrated
Bradley Busch and Edward Watson
This exciting new book from the bestselling authors of The Science of Learning takes complex ideas around teaching and learning and makes them easy to understand and apply through beautifully illustrated graphics. Each concept is covered over a double page spread, with a full-page graphic on one page and supportive text on the other. This unique combination of accessible images and clear explanations helps teachers navigate the key principles and understand how to best implement them in the classroom. Written to support, inspire and inform teaching staff and those involved in leadership and CPD, this book will transform readers’ understanding of teaching and learning research.
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Teaching and Learning History Online
A Guide for College Instructors
Edited by Stephen K. Stein, University of Memphis, USA and Maureen MacLeod, Mercy College, USA
Teaching and Learning History Online: A Guide for College Instructors offers everything a new online history instructor needs in one package, including how to structure courses, integrate multimedia, and manage and grade discussions, as well as advice for department chairs on curriculum management, student advising, and more. A timely text, this book aims to provide both new and experienced college history teachers the information they need to develop dynamic online courses.
Routledge
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Pb: 978-1-032-19272-7: £64.99
ebook: 978-1-003-28903-6: £22.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032192727

Teaching Controversial Political Issues in the Age of Social Media
Research from Israel
Rakefet Erlich Ron, Beit Berl Academic College, Israel, and Shahar Gindi, Beit Berl Academic College, Israel
Using Israel as a case study, this book examines teachers’ approaches to Controversial Political Issues (CPI) in the classroom. Offering concrete suggestions for ways of dealing with controversial political issues and volatile remarks that are grounded in research, this timely book will be highly relevant for researchers, students and educators in the fields of social studies, democratic and peace education, citizenship education, race and education, and educational politics.
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3rd Edition
Teaching Exceptional Children
Foundations and Best Practices in Early Childhood Special Education
Mojdeh Bayat, DePaul University, USA
Teaching Exceptional Children is the ideal textbook for introductory graduate and undergraduate courses on early childhood special education and teaching in inclusive classrooms. Chapters provide research-based best practices for effectively working with children with various disabilities in inclusive classrooms. This third edition has been fully updated with recent research, and includes new sections on Universal Design for Learning, adaptations, technology, and common challenges in inclusive early childhood classrooms. This book is also accompanied by a robust collection of online resources for instructors and students.
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Pb: 978-1-032-15808-2: £64.99
ebook: 978-1-003-24573-5: £22.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032158068

The Behavioural Learning Classroom
Making Schools More Effective and Compassionate
Graham Mallard, University of Bath, UK
Teachers are virtually never taught how learners make decisions about studying, concentration and participation, and are not able to find this in education literature. The Behavioural Learning Classroom breaks new ground, allowing teachers to harness their students’ traits and quirks to produce a more effective and compassionate classroom. Supported by fundamental findings in behavioural science, this book provides practical, accessible, tried and tested techniques to improve the mental wellbeing of pupils and teachers alike. It is an enjoyable and accessible read for any teacher or school leader who wants to enhance their pupils’ experience of learning.
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Pb: 978-1-032-05639-5: £22.99
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* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056395

2nd Edition
The Reflective Practice Guide
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Critical Reflection
Barbara Bassot, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK
The Reflective Practice Guide offers an accessible introduction to engaging effectively in critical reflection, supporting students in enhancing their professional practice. This second edition has been thoroughly updated with new chapters emphasising the importance of personal growth, processing emotions, building resilience and issues of diversity, intersectionality and positionality. This is an essential read for all students in the helping professions including education, health, social care and counselling, who want to gain greater self-awareness, challenge assumptions and think about practice on a deeper level.
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The Resilient School Leader
20 Ways to Manage Stress and Build Resilience
Bryan Harris, Casa Grande Elementary School District, Arizona, USA and Janet Gilbert
Learn practical ways to manage the stress of being a school leader so you can get the most out of your career. In this follow up to the bestseller 17 Things Resilient Teachers Do (and Four Things They Hardly Ever Do), Bryan Harris and Janet Gilbert present strategies to help school leaders build resilience on a daily basis. With this guidebook, you’ll feel ready to bounce back from challenges and stay focused on the many rewards of leadership.

Visible Learning: The Sequel
A Synthesis of Over 2,100 Meta-Analyses Relating to Achievement
John Hattie, University of Melbourne
When the original Visible Learning published in 2008 it instantly became a publishing sensation. Interest in the book was unparalleled; it sold out in days and was described by the TES as revealing ‘teaching’s Holy Grail’. Now John Hattie returns to this ground-breaking work. The research underlying this book is now informed by more than 2,100 meta-analyses (more than double that of the original), drawn from more than 130,000 studies and involving more than 400 million students from all around the world. Building upon the success of original, this highly anticipated sequel expands Hattie’s model of teaching and learning based on evidence of impact and is essential reading.

What Do New Teachers Need to Know?
A Roadmap to Expertise
Peter Foster
What knowledge will make you most effective as a teacher? New teachers are often bombarded with information about the concepts they should understand and the topics they should master. This indispensable book will help you navigate the research on curriculum, cognitive science, student data and more, providing clarity and key takeaways for those looking to grow their teaching expertise. Packed with case studies and interviews with new and training teachers alongside key takeaways for the classroom, this book is essential reading for early career teachers, those undertaking initial teacher training, and current teachers looking to develop their expertise.

Working with Boys
Creating Cultures of Mutual Respect in Schools
Andrew Hampton
When peer-on-peer sexual abuse becomes commonplace in schools, society has a problem. The toxic attitudes and behaviour some boys display towards girls and women begin with the way those boys relate to each other, especially in school. This book offers an in-depth analysis of the problems facing boys, and gives teachers the tools to help boys create relational cultures that are mutually respectful. Working with Boys is a whole-school, iterative programme of study: it is essential reading for school leaders and teachers who want to promote a school environment in which boys are consistently principled, honourable, noble, trustworthy, and dignified.

Your First Year
How to Survive and Thrive as a New Teacher
Todd Whitaker, Indiana State University, USA, Madeline Whitaker Good, Elementary School in Missouri, USA and Katherine Whitaker, High School in Missouri, USA
Learn all the essentials for making your first year of teaching a success! In this bestselling book, renowned educators Todd Whitaker, Madeline Whitaker Good, and Katherine Whitaker offer step-by-step guidance to thriving in your new role and overcoming the challenges that many beginning teachers face. In a practical, reader-friendly style, the Whitakers help you learn classroom management skills such as establishing procedures and rules, building relationships, maintaining high expectations and consistency, and managing your own emotions in the classroom. This updated edition contains additional guidance on classroom management and dealing with challenging student behavior.

For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032231955

www.routledge.com/9781032281247
Be Visible Or Vanish
Engage, Influence, and Ensure Your Research Has Impact

Inger Mewburn, ANU, Australia and Simon Clews
Series: Insider Guides to Success in Academia

In this insightful book, the authors look at some of the most common presentation scenarios that researchers will face when talking about their work. Starting in academia with the deceptively simple art of writing a good email and working through lectures, conference presentations and lightning talks, the book then moves ‘off campus’ and explores talking to the media, making elevator pitches, and creating an effective digital presence on social media.

This text will be invaluable for students, academics and researchers hoping to effectively communicate complex information in a way that can be understood and appreciated by their peers, colleagues and the wider world.

Student Recruitment Agents in International Higher Education
A Multi-Stakeholder Perspective on Challenges and Best Practices

Edited by Pii-Tuulia Nikula, Vincenzo Raimo and Eddie West
Series: Internationalization in Higher Education Series

With a focus on the growing number of institutions employing commercial agents to support international student recruitment, Student Recruitment Agents in International Higher Education provides an evidence-based exploration of this phenomenon, and will increase the reader’s understanding of the multiple dimensions of agent engagement, its contradictions and complexities. Providing the ideal reference for students embarking on international study, agents, higher educational institutions, government/accreditation agencies, researchers and practitioners, this insightful book acts as a critical basis for further research and improvements in higher education practice.

Getting Research Funded
Five Essential Rules for Early Career Researchers

Tseeen Khoo, Phil Ward and Jonathan O'Donnell
Series: Insider Guides to Success in Academia

This engaging, researcher-centred guide offers early career researchers foundational grants literacy that will serve them throughout their careers. It provides an insight into the culture of grantseeking, as well as tactics for grant-writing. Getting Research Funded provides clear strategies on how to stage your research and understand project development, find aligned funding bodies and schemes, build strong research teams and partnerships, get the project right, and effectively plan your grantseeking. This book is ideal reading for anyone looking for a succinct and supportive guide to ensure they have all the tools to get their research funded.

Pathways to Professorship
A Toolkit for Success

Marilyn Leask

People who become professors are experts in their field. But how does a new academic, aspiring to become a professor, choose a field of study and plan a career that leads to professorship? This practical book answers this question, guiding aspiring academics step-by-step through the areas in which they need to demonstrate excellence if they are to gain the international recognition and professional profile which leads to a professorial post. This must-have book is filled with tips and practical advice for building an academic career and is an essential read for anyone looking to better understand routes into professorship.
All About Autism: A Practical Guide to Supporting Autistic Learners in the Primary School

Lynn McCann
Series: All About SEND

This book is an accessible guide for primary school teachers, designed to increase their understanding of autism and enhance their toolkit with practical strategies to support autistic children. It explores key traits and terminology, debunks myths, shines a light on the strengths of autistic learners, and introduces readers to a range of easy-to-implement ideas for practice, all with the child at the heart. The voices of autistic children and parents are woven throughout, alongside practical examples of high-quality and adapted teaching. It is essential reading for all primary school educators, SENCOs and parents supporting autistic learners, aged 4-11.
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All About Autism: A Practical Guide to Supporting Autistic Learners in the Secondary School

Lynn McCann
Series: All About SEND

This book is an accessible guide for primary school teachers, designed to increase their understanding of autism and enhance their toolkit with practical strategies to support autistic children. It explores key traits and terminology, debunks myths, shines a light on the strengths of autistic learners, and introduces readers to a range of easy-to-implement ideas for practice, all with the child at the heart. The voices of autistic children and parents are woven throughout, alongside practical examples of high-quality and adapted teaching. It is essential reading for all primary school educators, SENCOs and parents supporting autistic learners, aged 4-11.
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Autism, Identity and Me: A Practical Workbook and Professional Guide to Empower Autistic Children and Young People Aged 10+

Rebecca Duffus
Series: Autism, Identity and Me

This empowering workbook and guide will help children and young people to develop a positive understanding of their autistic identity, whilst providing key adults with the tools needed to support their journey and initiate important conversations. The workbook is highly structured and visual, broken down into key sections such to create a personal passport and to develop a deeper understanding of what autism means to the young person as an individual. The guidebook provides background information, covering topics such as the social and medical models of disability and Monotropism, as well as concrete, supportive strategies.

Routledge
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Entrepreneurship in Korea
From Chaebols to Start-ups
Martin Hemmert and Jae-Jin Kim
Entrepreneurship in Korea offers a fresh perspective on entrepreneurship in Korea by combining a historical review of the achievements of Korean entrepreneurs at each stage of economic development with an analysis of the activities of current entrepreneurs who are at the forefront of the new Korean age.
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Life After Death Today in the United States, Japan, and China
Gordon Mathews, Yang Yang and Miu Ying Kwong
This book is about contemporary senses of life after death in the United States, Japan, and China. This book will be valuable reading for students of Anthropology as well as Religious, Cultural, Asian and American Studies. It will also be an impactful resource for professionals such as doctors, nurses, and hospice workers.
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Introducing Korean Popular Culture
Edited by Youna Kim, American University of Paris, France
This new textbook is a timely and interdisciplinary resource for students looking for an introduction to Korean popular culture, exploring the multifaceted meaning of Korean popular culture at micro and macro levels and the process of cultural production, representation, circulation and consumption in a global context. An accessible, comprehensive and thought-provoking work, providing historical and contemporary context's, key issues and debates, this textbook will appeal to students of and providers of courses on popular culture, media studies and Korean culture and society more broadly.
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Peace or Democracy?
Peacebuilding Dilemmas to Transition from Civil Wars
Izabela Pereira Watts, University of Wollongong, Australia, University of New South Wales, Australia
Contrary to the common belief that peace and democracy go hand in hand after a civil war, Pereira Watts argues they are in fact at a crossroads. Offering an innovative framework, based on Philosophical, Actors and Tactical considerations, she identifies 14 dynamic dilemmas in democratic peacebuilding, with respective trade-offs. She focuses on explaining the contradictions in modern post-conflict recovery, the challenges facing interim governments, and the role of the international community. An essential resource for decision-takers, policymakers, international analysts, students and practitioners in the field of peacebuilding, democracy building and state-building.
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2nd Edition
Japanese Politics and Government
Alisa Gaunder, Southwestern University, USA
The revised 2nd edition of this successful textbook explores Japanese politics in the postwar era from theoretical and comparative perspectives. Connecting Japan to larger themes in comparative politics and linking Japan’s history, institutions, policymaking process, and international relations to experiences and structures in other countries, this book is essential reading for students of Japanese or Asian Politics.
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4th Edition
Security Studies
An Introduction
Edited by Paul D Williams, Wilson Center, USA and Matt McDonald, The University of Queensland, Australia
Security Studies: An Introduction, 4th edition, is the most comprehensive textbook available on the subject, providing students with in-depth coverage of traditional and critical approaches and an essential grounding in the debates, frameworks, and issues of the contemporary security agenda. Collecting these related strands into a single textbook creates a valuable teaching tool and a comprehensive, accessible learning resource for undergraduates and MA students.
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The Chinese Lifestyle
The Reconfiguration of the Middle Class in Contemporary China
Alfonso Sanchez-Romera
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
The research presented in this book explores the formation of the middle class in contemporary urban China. Analyzing how social distinctions are performed contributes to the understanding of the Chinese middle-class pre-pandemic, as well as the continual challenges this social group shall face in the years to come. As such, this is a must read for those interested in the Chinese middle-class, Chinese politics, and gender studies.

The AI Wave in Defence Innovation
Assessing Military Artificial Intelligence Strategies, Capabilities, and Trajectories
Edited by Michael Raska, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore and Richard A. Bitzinger, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
An international and interdisciplinary perspective on the adoption and governance of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) in defence and military innovation by major and middle powers. To navigate the breadth of this AI and international security agenda, the contributors to this book include experts on AI technology governance, and defence innovation to assess military AI strategic perspectives from major and middle AI powers alike. A valuable read for scholars of security studies, public policy, and STS studies with an interest in the impacts of AI and ML technologies.
A Design Driven Guide for Entrepreneurs
Strategies for Starting up in a Multiverse

Rhea Alexander, Rose Pember, Joseph Press and Kiely Sweat

A new wave of entrepreneurs is leading a global paradigm shift towards values-driven business. This book empowers you to challenge the status quo and create value through its unique and adaptive approach to venture-building by design. Authored by a multidisciplinary team of practicing design strategists, business leaders, academics, and entrepreneurs, this hands-on guide models strategic design as a mindset for starting up, framing problems, applying methods, identifying opportunities, and creating pathways forward through futures and systems thinking.
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A New Approach to Cross-Cultural People Management
People are People

Robert Grosse

There is no doubt that cultural differences should be understood and appreciated, not only because this is the right thing to do in a multicultural world, but because failure to understand these differences when doing business can result in costly mistakes. But when managing people, what matters most is showing respect and interest - because what motivates (and de-motivates) is the same regardless of cultural background. This book explains and illustrates eight themes in which people are very similar across cultures, including trust, fairness, integrity, and, though often overlooked in an organizational context, the reasons why people work.
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Authentic Excellence for Organizations
Creating Flourishing “&” Cultures

R. Kelly Crace, Charles J. Hardy and Robert Louis Crace

This book applies the psychological principles of values-based flourishing to organizations. Integrating the principles of Giving Voice to Values and Authentic Excellence, it helps develop confidence in managing the tensions inherent in organizations, and provides a practical roadmap for shifting from a fear-based culture of “Or” to an inclusive and values-centred culture of “&”. This book is intended for organizational leaders, members and HR managers looking to develop strong and thriving teams, and will be a valuable resource for courses exploring values, leadership, organizational development and performance, decision making, ethics, and entrepreneurship.
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Bigger Pictures for Innovation
Creating Solutions, Managing Enterprises, and Influencing Policies

William B. Rouse

This book comprises a set of stories about being an engineer for many decades and the lessons the author learned from research and practice. These lessons focus on people and organizations, often enabled by technology.
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Celebrity Fashion Marketing
Developing a Human Fashion Brand

Fykaa Caan and Angela Lee

This book explores the concept of the celebrity as a human fashion brand, and the effectiveness of the celebrity in promoting fashions and shaping the identity and decisions of fashion consumers. The authors consider celebrity fashion classifications, fashion influencers, explore existing theory, models and tools, and the role of technology, and explain how celebrity-endorsed products impact on fashion consumers and trends.
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Celebrity Fashion Marketing should be recommended reading for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Celebrity Fashion and Influencer Marketing, Fashion Marketing, Fashion Brand Management and Consumer Behaviour.
Coaching and Mentoring
A Journey Through the Models, Theories, Frameworks and Narratives of David Clutterbuck
David Clutterbuck
This book represents both a milestone and a celebration. It brings together in one place all the theories and models that have emerged from the work of David Clutterbuck, one of the last surviving, first pioneers of coaching and mentoring and who has significantly helped to shape the field, and is published as his 75th book at age 75. The book is a one-stop-shop for coach practitioners and students to get up to speed and understand these foundational models.
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Customer Experience Analytics
Akin Arikan
An unprecedented guide to user experience (UX) analytics, this book closes a mission-critical skill gap and enables business professionals in a digital-first world to make smart, effective, and quick decisions based on experience analytics. No more this book shows a wide range of professionals how to use UX analytics to improve the customer experience and increase revenue, and teaches the C-SUITE method for applying UX analytics to any digital optimization challenge. Managers across industries will regularly consult this book to help them guide their teams, and entry- to mid-level professionals in marketing, e-commerce, and more will turn to these pages to improve their websites and apps.
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Competence, Conduct, and Billion Dollar Consequences
How Regulatory Strategy and Relationships Can Improve Organisational Outcomes
Nigel P. Somerset
This practical guide to understanding how regulators build insight and form judgements will help organisations to develop their strategy and approach to engagement, and to improve their regulatory outcomes. This book is written for those who wish to build positive and progressive relationships with their regulators. Board members, executives, senior leaders, risk, compliance, legal professionals, regulators, and students of business, finance and law will refer to this book again and again, to guide holistic thinking about regulatory relationships and use the insights these can provide to help them calibrate their actions, activities and progress.
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Conversational Wisdom
Strengthening Human Connection through the Power of Conversation
Emily Cosgrove and Sara Hope
This book will help you understand how to create an environment that is more inclusive, collaborative, and human and high performing using conversations. We need to radically change how we talk to each other in order to bring more humanity and empathy into our organisations, and to make work more meaningful. Written in a style that is easy to understand and with a wealth of easy-to-use tools, examples, case studies and advice on how to get the best out of workplace conversations, the book is perfect for learning and development experts, people leaders, coaches and mentors, and HR managers.
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Doing Business in South Asia
A Case Study Collection
Edited by G.V. Muralidhara
Series: International Cases in Business and Management
This concise textbook comprises selected case studies on the strategic challenges and opportunities faced by real-world organisations operating in South Asia. Providing a solid understanding of the South Asian business environment, this ideal recommended reading for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students studying South Asian and International Business, Strategic Management, Emerging Markets and Global Entrepreneurship.
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Doing Business in Kenya
Opportunities and Challenges
Wakuru Wamwara, John E Spillan and Charles M Onchoke
A deep dive into a success story in African business development, this book provides a multi-layered perspective on the realities of doing business in Kenya. The book’s detailed information about the economic, social, technological, and cultural dimensions of Kenyan society enables a greater understanding of the major issues affecting business development. Given Africa’s heterogeneity, it cannot be perfectly represented by one country, but Kenya closely mirrors Africa’s major economic trends and cultural values: understanding Kenya’s business landscape provides invaluable skills to do business throughout Africa.
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Doing Business in the Middle East

A Research-Based Practitioners’ Guide

Edited by Pawan Budhwar and Vijay Pereira

This book highlights both the opportunities and constraints confronting foreign investors in the region, and proposes strategies on how best to overcome them. The book explores the existing and emerging political and legal frameworks, socio-cultural patterns, national infrastructures, regulatory environment, conflict resolution and how to negotiate in the Middle East. With a number of features such as case studies, examples of effective and ineffective practices, clear take-aways, and a note on a future agenda on each given topic, this book is highly practical.
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Fostering Innovation

How to Develop Innovation as a Core Competency and Connect the Principles of Lean in Your Organization

Bill Artzberger

While innovation can be defined in many ways, the author sees it as a process. It is not the sudden eureka moment in the middle of the night, nor is it a clear and linear path towards a final destination. Instead, it involves a strong sense of creativity and curiosity.
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Employment

A Key Idea for Business and Society

Jamie Woodcock, Open University, UK

Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management

Employment: A Key Idea for Business and Society introduces a topic that many of us take for granted yet is central to how we understand business and management.

This book provides new ways to think about our own experiences of work and debates on employment. The book covers the history of employment, key changes to work, and a global perspective.

This book will provide students with a critical introduction to employment, equipping them with the resources to research, understand, and rethink the topic.
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Giving Wings to Her Team

A Novel About Learning to Coach the Toyota Kata Way

Tilo Schwarz and Jeffrey K. Liker

Take a fresh look at this five-phase, dual-purpose coaching model, become the leader you always wanted to be, and your team needs you to be. This business novel will transform the way you see and lead your team.
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Extreme Crisis Leadership

A Handbook for Leading Through the Unpredictable

Charles Casto

This concise handbook presents a framework to help leaders across sectors understand what their role should be in an extreme crisis, and supplements this understanding with practical advice.

This handbook is accessible to leaders at all levels, from shift supervisors and emergency responders to CEOs and government executives. It will be an essential ready reference for any leader who might expect to encounter an extreme crisis, as well as for those who would not have foreseen themselves in such a situation.
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Leading a Business School

Julie Davies, Howard Thomas, Eric Cornuel and Rolf D. Cremer

This candid and well-researched book is essential reading for aspiring business school leaders, those hiring and working with deans, and other higher education leaders. Business schools are critical players in higher education, educating current and future leaders to make a difference in the world. Yet we know surprisingly little about the leaders of business schools. Leading a Business School offers international insights into deans’ dilemmas in different contexts. It highlights the importance of deans creating challenging and supportive learning cultures to enhance business and management education, organisations, and society more broadly.
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Leading and Transforming Organizations
Navigating the Future
Kumaran Rajaram, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Businesses must stay agile and be responsive to the complexities and disruptions brought about by digital transformation. The recent pandemic has accelerated business digitization. Packed with insights and strategies, this book breaks down the roadmap to organizational success into core areas. It explains how companies can adapt, prepare and optimise their business performance through strategic positioning, business sustainability and crisis management. It will be an excellent, essential guide for leaders, practitioners and anyone who is formulating effective organizational strategies.

Luxury Fashion Brand Management
Unifying Fashion with Sustainability
Olga Mitterfellner, London College of Fashion, UK
This textbook examines fashion luxury brand management, providing students with a comprehensive understanding of its origins, unique components, current practices, global trade and the application of sustainable models to the industry. A truly global and holistic textbook, Luxury Fashion Brand Management and Sustainability should be core and recommended reading for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Luxury Fashion Management, Luxury Brand Management, Sustainable Fashion and Responsible Business, Fashion Marketing and Communications.

Machine Learning for Managers
Paul Geertsema, University of Auckland, New Zealand
Machine learning tools can help managers gain invaluable insights from business data, simplify complex tasks and improve business operations. Managers who are proficient in machine learning often navigate better in the increasingly digitalised landscape. There is however a common misconception that machine learning is difficult to pick up. This book is for managers who have been afraid of machine learning but want to understand it. It helps managers understand how machine learning works, what it can do and how it can be used to create value in the context of wider organisations. It will appeal to managers who want to learn more about machine learning applications in business.

Organizational Change, Leadership and Ethics
Edited by Rune Todnem By, Bernard Burns and Mark Hughes
Series: Routledge Studies in Organizational Change & Development
Organizational Change, Leadership and Ethics challenges leadership orthodoxy, assumptions and myths currently preventing the further development of theory and practice. It encourages intelligent disobedience in support of greater leadership capabilities and capacity in organisations and societies. As such, the book is written for everyone who wants to be MAD — to Make A Difference - students, scholars, and practitioners alike.

Platform Strategies
A Guidebook for Entrepreneurs in the Platform Economy
Paul Belleflamme and Nicolas Neysen
Over the past decade, platforms have spread through many industries and generated an increasing share of the global economy, with many of the world’s most valuable companies adopting a platform-based business model. This book offers rigorous analysis of the complexity of platforms, and is a pragmatic strategic guide, combining path-breaking insights from academic research with practical guidance and real-world applications of concepts and tools. Platform Strategies is an essential resource for entrepreneurs (experienced or aspiring), managers of existing platforms and businesses, professionals, and students in business, management and economics.
Powering Social Enterprise with Profit and Purpose
The Tandem Hybrid
Scott Boyer, Jeremy Gudauskas and Mike Hamel
Trail-blazing social entrepreneurs are tackling the world’s most pressing problems that government, business, or charity have failed to solve. They are creating businesses with a primary mission of social change. Scott Boyer is one such social entrepreneur. This 28-year veteran of Big Pharma left a six-figure salary to start OWP Pharmaceuticals and the ROW Foundation. This commercial business and non-profit organization exist in a symbiotic relationship we call a “tandem hybrid social enterprise.” Powering Social Enterprises With Profit And Purpose offers a detailed blueprint that has proven commercially and philanthropically successful.
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Production Scheduling for the Process Industries
Strategies, Systems, and Culture
Peter King, Mac Jacob and Noel Peberdy
This book is aimed at manufacturing and planning managers who struggle to bring a greater degree of stability and more effective use of assets to their operations, not realizing the degree to which production scheduling affects those objectives.
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Re-envisioning Organizations through Transformational Change
A Practitioners Guide to Work, Workforce, and Workplace
Edited by Poornima Madan, Shruti Tripathi, Fehmina Khaliq, and Geetika Puri
This book helps you understand the dynamism of work, workforce, and workplace that exist in organizations (as well as the challenges these organizations face) and their impact on business practices. The authors cover these broad areas because of the need to diversify and promote organic inclusive growth.
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Sentient Strategy
How to Create Market-Dominating Strategies in Turbulent Economies
Alan Weiss
Alan Weiss equips the reader to consider using this approach independently. These are new times – new reality, a “no normal” — hence, it’s ridiculous to use old approaches to strategy.
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The Handbook of Carbon Management
Petra Molthan-Hill, Fiona Winfield, Richard Howarth and Muhammad Mazhar
Written by an award-winning team of experts in the field of sustainability in business, this easy guide for managers shows how you can reduce carbon emissions and your organisational carbon footprint. It also helps you to scale up climate solutions across your organisation and to do this effectively and efficiently, using practical and helpful tools that can be shared with teams. It is the first book to offer organisations an easy-to-implement, step-by-step approach to decarbonise organisations and transform societies, and will be valuable to managers at any level.
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The Lean CFO
2nd Edition
Nicholas S. Katko
This book is not about debts, credits, or accounting theory. Instead, it describes how a chief financial officer (CFO) becomes a Lean CFO by leading a company in developing and deploying a Lean management system. The finance team, business executives, and Lean leaders will all benefit from its forward-thinking improvement approach.
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The Next Leadership Team
How to Select, Build, and Optimize Your Top Team
Thomas Keil and Marianna Zangrillo
CEOs and organizational leaders are only as strong as the teams they build. And yet little practical advice exists for senior leaders on how to create, build and optimize their teams. Illustrated with real-life examples from interviews with CEOs, C-suite members, and headhunters throughout, this book explains how senior leaders can improve the performance of their leadership teams by identifying clear team approaches, associated team member profiles, and by leading that team. This is essential reading for CEOs and senior executives who need to build and develop leadership teams to drive success in the organizations they lead, and for headhunters involved in these processes.

The Roadmap for Sustainable Business and Net Zero Carbon Emission
Henry Wang
What does sustainable business and net zero carbon emission mean for businesses globally? How should companies globally transform into sustainable businesses with net zero carbon emissions? This book unpacks the institutional, organisational and management challenges in pursuing sustainable business and carbon neutrality for businesses. Written by an internationally recognised Climate and Business expert, Wang provides real-life cases across different countries and business sectors. It will appeal to anyone interested to learn more about the successful planning and execution of sustainable business and net zero carbon neutrality transformations.

2nd Edition
The Origins of Ethical Failures
Dennis Gentilin
In this thoroughly updated new edition of his groundbreaking, award-winning book, Dennis Gentilin draws on both his personal experience as a well-known whistleblower and recent events in the Australian financial services industry to provide insights into how widespread, systemic ethical failure can take hold in an industry and, crucially, what leaders need to focus on to avoid it. Gentilin draws on experimental research from economics and finance to illustrate how, when the conditions are permissive, humans have a predisposition towards dishonesty, and therefore, to reduce the likelihood of ethical failure, leaders must focus on putting in place appropriate institutional arrangements.

The Security Risk Handbook
Assess, Survey, Audit
Charles Swanson
Today, more than ever, organisations are vulnerable to the threat of physical and cyber-attacks from sophisticated and aggressive criminal and terrorist groups. To prevent or mitigate such risks to their physical and digital systems, and as the basis for any organisational security review, businesses need to be able to carry out effective security risk assessments, security surveys and security audits. The Security Risk Handbook provides clear guidelines and standardised detailed processes and procedures for carrying out all three stages of the security journey: assess, survey, audit. Packed with tools and templates, the book is supremely practical.

The Positive Impact Mindset
Working Together in a Polarized World
Katrin Muff
This book empowers changemakers and business leaders to understand how successful organizations in the 21st century require leaders who are fluent in collaborating outside of traditional business boundaries. Such collaboration often involves working with parties that hold very different values, opinions and priorities, and working with them requires new skills. The book provides clear guidance as to how leaders can move to new ‘outside-in’ mindsets to overcome polarization and develop a Positive Impact Mindset.

Triple Value Leadership
Creating Sustainable Value for Your Business, Your Customers and Society
Sander Tideman
With the sustainability emergency, businesses can no longer give priority to commercial interests (and financial gains) and close their eyes to societal and environmental interests. We need a new, higher perspective to close the gap. We need to formulate a new business logic and a sustainable value creation method for sustainable business, for their customers and society—that is, all business stakeholders, as well as the planet. This book will do just that. It will also offer you a leadership journey—an adventure that will transform the way to think, feel and execute the new perspective in your company.
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TRUST, IMPACT, AND FUNDRAISING FOR NONPROFITS
How meaningful ethics and strategic evaluation can multiply your revenue and expand your program

Kenneth Phillips
Distilling decades of leadership expertise into an effective framework, this is a practical guidebook for nonprofits around the globe, with practical recommendations for the urgently needed steps to make this a better world. Charities in the U.S. and NGOs globally need to overcome two glaring and persistent weaknesses in the eyes of potential donors: trustworthiness and effectiveness.

Staff and volunteers at registered nonprofits around the world, as well as any individual or group raising funds more informally, will value this guide to empower organizations to win trust, raise more funds, and achieve greater program impact.
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Abolish Criminology
Edited by Viviane Saleh-Hanna, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, Jason Williams and Michael J Coyle, California State University, Chico, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Penal Abolition and Transformative Justice
Abolish Criminology presents critical scholarship on Criminology and Criminal Justice ideologies and practices, alongside emerging freedom-driven discourses that encourage a vision and practice of new world formations. The book introduces readers to a detailed history and analysis of crime as a concept and its colonizing trajectories into existence and enforcement. These significant contexts buried within peculiar academic histories are often overlooked or unknown in academic and public discussions, and representations of crime and the criminal legal system.
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Culture, Diversity, and Criminal Justice
Towards Culturally Safe Criminal Justice Systems
Edited by Alex Workman, Ranya Kaddour and Patricia M. Griffin
This ground-breaking textbook engages readers in conversation about responding to the effects of diversity within formal criminal justice systems in Westernized nation-states. Moving past a binary concept of diversity that involves only race and gender, this book elaborates upon a wide variety of other forms of diversity, including sexuality, disability, mental health, gendered identity, refugees, the young and the ageing, and culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) peoples, with an awareness of how intersecting identities make some people more vulnerable than others.
Routledge
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International Responses to Gendered-Based Domestic Violence
Gender-Specific and Socio-Cultural Approaches
Edited by Dongling Zhang, Webster University, Missouri and Diana Scharff Peterson
Series: Advances in Police Theory and Practice
This book represents a joint effort by international experts to analyze the prevalence and nature of gender-based domestic violence across the globe and how it is dealt with at both national and international levels. With studies being conducted in 20 different countries and four distinct regions, the contributors to this volume shed light on the ways in which contextual particularities shape the practices and strategies of addressing the socio-cultural and legal problem of gender-based domestic violence in the countries or regions where they do research. The book is intended for a wide range of scholars (both professors and students) and practitioners in a large number of areas.
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Mafia, Deviant Masons and Corruption
Shifty Brotherhoods in Italy
Anna Sergi, University of Essex, UK and Alberto Vannucci
Series: Routledge Studies in Organised Crime
This book is the first to consider the intersection between mafia power and deviant masonic lodges within the political sphere of the contemporary Italian state. At its core, it offers an analysis of the shifting interactions across powerful actors and the ways in which they balance reciprocal obedience, and a unique insight into the political processes where mafia actors and deviant lodges play a significant role in the allocation of resources.
This book is a major contribution to the literature on mafias and organised crime across criminology, sociology and political science, and will be of great interest students, researchers, scholars and engaged general readers.
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Populism, Punishment and the Threat to Democratic Order
The Return of the Strong Men
John Pratt, Victoria University of Wellington
Series: Routledge Studies in Crime and Society
This book traces the rise of contemporary populism in Western democracies, marked by the return of would-be ‘strong men’ politicians. It seeks to make sense of the resultant nature, origins, and consequences—as expressed, for example, in the startling rise of the social movement surrounding Trump in the US, Brexit in the UK and the remarkable spread of ideologies that express resistance to ‘facts,” science, and expertise. Uniquely, the book shows how what began as a form of penal populism in the early 1990s transformed into a more wide ranging populist politics with the potential to undermine or even overturn the democratic order altogether.
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The Dark Mafia
Organized Crime in the Age of the Internet
Antonio Nicaso and Marcel Danesi
This book explores the way in which organized crime gangs have adapted and evolved in synch with ever-expanding technologies, using these not only to update their popular image, but also the ways in which they conduct their secretive operations.
To better understand the new generation of criminal actors, it is becoming ever more urgent to understand the new technologies and how the criminals are utilizing them. The Dark Mafia is an engaging and accessible introduction to understanding virtual organized crime and will appeal to students and scholars of criminology, sociology, policing, and all those interested in the digital age of the mafia.
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A New Principles of Economics
The Science of Markets
Carsten Herrmann-Pillath, Universität Erfurt, Germany and Christian Hederer
Despite the dynamic development of the discipline of economics, the ways in which economics is taught and how it defines its basic principles have hardly changed, resulting in economics being criticised for its inability to provide relevant insights on global challenges. In response, this book defines a new principles of economics and seeks to establish economics as the ‘science of markets’. Drawing on the latest theories and research on the economy, with the inclusion of both the natural sciences and social sciences, this text provides a holistic introduction suitable for postgraduates and other advanced students.

A New Principles of Economics
The Science of Markets
Carsten Herrmann-Pillath, Universität Erfurt, Germany and Christian Hederer
Despite the dynamic development of the discipline of economics, the ways in which economics is taught and how it defines its basic principles have hardly changed, resulting in economics being criticised for its inability to provide relevant insights on global challenges. In response, this book defines a new principles of economics and seeks to establish economics as the ‘science of markets’. Drawing on the latest theories and research on the economy, with the inclusion of both the natural sciences and social sciences, this text provides a holistic introduction suitable for postgraduates and other advanced students.

An Introduction to Economic Dynamics
Modelling, Analysis and Simulation
Srinivas Raghavendra, NUI Galway, Ireland and Petri T. Piironen, NUI Galway, Ireland
Series: Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance
An Introduction to Economic Dynamics provides a framework for students to appreciate and understand the basic intuition behind economic models and to experiment with those models using simulation techniques in MATLAB. Every chapter begins with an overview of the economic problem which the model is designed to help solve followed by an explanation of the mathematics of the model. The book is ideally suited for courses in economic dynamics, macroeconomic modelling and computational economics, as well as for students of finance, mathematics and engineering who are interested in economic models.

An Introduction to Economic Dynamics
Modelling, Analysis and Simulation
Srinivas Raghavendra, NUI Galway, Ireland and Petri T. Piironen, NUI Galway, Ireland
Series: Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance
An Introduction to Economic Dynamics provides a framework for students to appreciate and understand the basic intuition behind economic models and to experiment with those models using simulation techniques in MATLAB. Every chapter begins with an overview of the economic problem which the model is designed to help solve followed by an explanation of the mathematics of the model. The book is ideally suited for courses in economic dynamics, macroeconomic modelling and computational economics, as well as for students of finance, mathematics and engineering who are interested in economic models.

Contemporary Issues in Quantitative Finance
Ahmet Can Inci
Series: Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance
Contemporary Quantitative Finance connects the abstract theory and the practical use of financial innovations such as ultra-high-frequency trading and cryptocurrencies. It teaches students how to use cutting-edge computational techniques, mathematical tools, and statistical methodologies, with a focus on real-life applications. Digital supplements including code and PowerPoint slides are available for instructors. Assuming some prior financial education, this textbook is suited to upper level undergraduate and postgraduate courses in quantitative finance, financial engineering, and derivatives.

Contemporary Issues in Quantitative Finance
Ahmet Can Inci
Series: Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance
Contemporary Quantitative Finance connects the abstract theory and the practical use of financial innovations such as ultra-high-frequency trading and cryptocurrencies. It teaches students how to use cutting-edge computational techniques, mathematical tools, and statistical methodologies, with a focus on real-life applications. Digital supplements including code and PowerPoint slides are available for instructors. Assuming some prior financial education, this textbook is suited to upper level undergraduate and postgraduate courses in quantitative finance, financial engineering, and derivatives.

4th Edition
Finance
The Basics
Erik Banks, Banking Professional and Financial Author, USA
Series: The Basics
Now in its fourth edition, Finance: The Basics is a clear and practical introduction to the world of finance. It thoroughly explains essential financial statements, tools and concepts, fundamental financial instruments and transactions; and global financial participants, markets and systems. This fully revised edition captures the most important aspects of a changing financial landscape, including a new chapter dedicated to the emerging world of digital currencies, with a review of digital finance and a detailed discussion of regulated and unregulated digital currencies (including cryptocurrencies).
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Finance
The Basics
Erik Banks, Banking Professional and Financial Author, USA
Series: The Basics
Now in its fourth edition, Finance: The Basics is a clear and practical introduction to the world of finance. It thoroughly explains essential financial statements, tools and concepts, fundamental financial instruments and transactions; and global financial participants, markets and systems. This fully revised edition captures the most important aspects of a changing financial landscape, including a new chapter dedicated to the emerging world of digital currencies, with a review of digital finance and a detailed discussion of regulated and unregulated digital currencies (including cryptocurrencies).

3rd Edition
Foundations of Real-World Economics
John Komlos, University of Munich, Germany
Foundations of Real-World Economics demonstrates how misleading it can be to apply oversimplified models of perfect competition to the real world. Bringing together the work of key scholars like Kahneman, Minsky, and Schumpeter, this textbook takes into consideration the inefficiencies that arise when the perfectly competitive model is applied to the real world dominated by multinational oligopolies. The third edition has been updated throughout, bringing in new material on the financial crises, the rise of populism, racism, inequality, climate change and the COVID-19 pandemic.

3rd Edition
Foundations of Real-World Economics
John Komlos, University of Munich, Germany
Foundations of Real-World Economics demonstrates how misleading it can be to apply oversimplified models of perfect competition to the real world. Bringing together the work of key scholars like Kahneman, Minsky, and Schumpeter, this textbook takes into consideration the inefficiencies that arise when the perfectly competitive model is applied to the real world dominated by multinational oligopolies. The third edition has been updated throughout, bringing in new material on the financial crises, the rise of populism, racism, inequality, climate change and the COVID-19 pandemic.

2nd Edition
Regression Analysis
Jeremy Arkes
Regression Analysis covers the concepts needed to design optimal regression models and to properly interpret regressions. It details the most common pitfalls, including three sources of bias not covered in other textbooks. This second edition features a new chapter on integrity and ethics, and has been updated throughout to include more international examples. It is ideal for anyone learning quantitative methods in the social sciences, business, medicine, and data analytics. It will also appeal to researchers and academics looking to better understand regressions.
2nd Edition

Responsible Investing
Matthew W. Sherwood, The King’s College, USA and Julia Pollard

Responsible Investing serves as a holistic resource on Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) investing for undergraduate and graduate programs. Building on the first volume, this second edition provides updates where appropriate, as well as new emphasis on the development of standards in terminology and metrics. This edition features updated statistics and a new chapter on regulation, reporting and taxonomy in ESG investing, as well as new international case studies.

Following a summary approach, Responsible Investing is a valuable textbook, providing a context in which upper-level students of ESG investment and sustainable finance can specialise.
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The Economics of John Maynard Keynes
Fabio Terra

Widely recognized as one of the greatest economists in history, there has been a surge of interest in the work of John Maynard Keynes since the financial crisis of 2008 with people looking for solutions to rebalance the economy. Presciently, Keynes argued that free markets are unable to fully organize economic activity and that the steadying and reforming hand of the State is needed for capitalism to function properly. In the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2008, and exacerbated by a global pandemic, these ideas are more timely than ever.
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3D Printing for Product Designers
Innovative Strategies Using Additive Manufacturing

Jennifer Loy, James Novak and Olaf Diegel

This book closes the gap between the rhetoric of 3D printing and manufacturing and the reality for product designers. It provides practical strategies to support the adoption and integration of 3D printing into professional practice. The book can be followed chronologically to guide you to transform your process for a company, to meet the unique needs of a specific client, or to be used as a starting point for the product design entrepreneur. Written by experienced industry professionals and academics, this is a fundamental reference for product designers, industrial designers, design engineers, consultants and makers.
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Animal Welfare in World Religion
Teaching and Practice

Joyce D'Silva, Compassion in World Farming, UK

This unique and readable book examines the relationship between religion and animal welfare, taking a detailed dive into the teachings and practices of the major world religions. This book is essential reading for those interested in the role of religion in animal welfare, human-animal studies, and animal welfare and ethics more broadly.
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Critical Mapping for Sustainable Food Design
Food Security, Equity and Justice

Audrey G. Bennett and Jennifer A. Vokoun

Series: Routledge Studies in Food, Society and the Environment

This book introduces critical mapping as a problem-focused design approach for analyzing systemic societal problems like food, to scope out existing solutions, and find opportunities for sustainable design intervention. This book will be of great interest to academics and professionals working in the field of design and sustainable food systems. Students interested in learning about food and sustainability from across design studies, food studies, innovation and entrepreneurship, urban studies and global development will also find this book of great use.
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Digitalizing Sustainability
The Five Forces of Digital Transformation

Kathryn Sforcina

Digitalizing Sustainability outlines why ‘business as usual’ isn’t working and sets out five Transformational Forces which can be used to innovate and scale sustainability solutions using digital means. This transformation will be powered by a range of digital technologies that have the potential to ideate, propel and scale sustainability solutions in an exponential manner over the next decade. This book introduces the Five Forces of Digital Transformation.
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This book introduces critical mapping as a problem-focused design approach for analyzing systemic societal problems like food, to scope out existing solutions, and find opportunities for sustainable design intervention. This book will be of great interest to academics and professionals working in the field of design and sustainable food systems. Students interested in learning about food and sustainability from across design studies, food studies, innovation and entrepreneurship, urban studies and global development will also find this book of great use.
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Digitalizing Sustainability
The Five Forces of Digital Transformation

Kathryn Sforcina

Digitalizing Sustainability outlines why ‘business as usual’ isn’t working and sets out five Transformational Forces which can be used to innovate and scale sustainability solutions using digital means. This transformation will be powered by a range of digital technologies that have the potential to ideate, propel and scale sustainability solutions in an exponential manner over the next decade. This book introduces the Five Forces of Digital Transformation.
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Fishing Europe’s Troubled Waters
Fifty Years of Fisheries Policy

David Symes

Series: Earthscan Oceans

Spanning the last fifty years of fisheries policy in Europe, this book is the parting contribution and career spanning reflection from one of Europe’s most renowned social scientists working in the field of fisheries management and policy. This book will be essential reading for students, scholars, professionals and policymakers working on fisheries, marine governance, natural resource management, environmental policy and the European Project.
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Mapping Possibility
Finding Purpose and Hope in Community Planning

Leonie Sandercock

Series: Routledge Equity, Justice and the Sustainable City series

Mapping Possibility traces the intellectual, professional and emotional life of Leonie Sandercock, one of the leading figures in community planning who has dedicated her life to pursuing social, cultural and environmental justice through her work. In this book, Leonie Sandercock reflects on her past writings and films, which played an important role in redefining the field in more progressive directions, both in theory and practice. It is a book that will inspire the next generation of community planners, as well as current practitioners and students in planning, cultural studies, urban studies, architecture and community development.
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Religion, Materialism and Ecology
Edited by Sigurd Bergmann, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway, Kate Rigby and Peter Manley Scott
Series: Routledge Environmental Humanities
This timely collection of essays by leading international scholars across religious studies and the environmental humanities advances a lively discussion on materialism in its many forms. Drawing on literary and critical theory, and queer, philosophical, theological and social theoretical approaches, this ground-breaking book will make an important contribution to the environmental humanities. It will be a key read for postgraduate students, researchers and scholars in religious studies, cultural anthropology, literary studies, philosophy and environmental studies.
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Science Communication in a Crisis
Christopher Reddy
Science Communication in a Crisis: An Insider’s Guide identifies the principal challenges that scientists face when communicating with different stakeholder groups and offers advice on how to navigate the maze of competing interests and deliver actionable science when the clock is ticking.
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Sparking Creativity
How Play and Humor Fuel Innovation and Design
Barry Kudrowitz
Blending popular culture and design theory, framed by a decade of scholarly research, this book highlights how play and humor fuel innovation. It provides empirically-supported methods for embracing the often-trivialized domains of play and humor to increase our creativity. Written in a humorous and accessible style, this book is aimed towards creative-minded entrepreneurs, designers, engineers, industry leaders, parents, educators, and students. It encourages a playful approach throughout a design process to produce truly innovative solutions.
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3rd Edition
 Sustainable Business
Key Issues
Helen Kopnina, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Rory Padfield and Josephine Mylan
Series: Key Issues in Environment and Sustainability
Sustainable Business: Key Issues is the first comprehensive introductory-level textbook to address the interface between environmental challenges and business solutions to provide an overview of the basic concepts of sustainability, sustainable business, and business ethics.
Routledge
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Pb: 978-1-032-20968-5 £34.99
ebook: 978-1-032-26615-0 £24.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032209685

Sustainable Football
Environmental Management in Practice
Luca Marrucci, Tiberio Daddi, Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, Italy and Fabio Iraldo
Series: Routledge Research in Sustainability and Business
This book provides a comprehensive, up-to-date overview of the different environmental strategies adopted in the football world to foster sustainability. It will be a valuable resource for scholars and students of environmental management, sustainable business and corporate social responsibility, as well as professional working in the football industry.
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2nd Edition
 Understanding Human Ecology
Robert Dyball and Barry Newell
Understanding Human Ecology offers a coherent conceptual framework for human ecology – a clear approach for understanding the many systems we are part of and for how we frame and understand the problems we face. Blending fully updated for the second edition, the book now goes further in using systems-thinking principles to explain fundamental ecological and social processes and articulates a framework that systematically explores the links between these fields. This new edition is essential reading for students and scholars of human ecology, environmental ethics, and sustainability studies.
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David Harvey
A Critical Introduction to His Thought

Noel Castree, Greig Charnock and Brett Christophers

David Harvey is among the most influential Marxist thinkers of the last half century. This book offers a lucid and authoritative introduction to his work, with a structure designed to reflect the enduring topics and insights that serve to unify Harvey’s writings over a long period of time. An important resource for scholars and graduate students in geography, politics, and many other disciplines across the social sciences and humanities.
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For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367136987

2nd Edition
Global Migration
Patterns, Processes and Politics

Elizabeth Mavroudi and Caroline Nagel, University of South Carolina, Columbia, USA

This new, fully updated edition of Global Migration provides students with a thorough and grounded understanding of multiple dimensions of migration, including labour markets, citizenship, border control, integration, and identity. Written by two geographers, the book incorporates insights from across the social sciences and is accessible to students in many disciplines. Global Migration serves as the go-to book for teaching advanced undergraduate and Master’s-level students about the complexities of migration across nation-state borders.
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For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367422417

Justice and Cities
Metro Morals

Mark Davidson

This book explores different theories of justice and explains how these connect to broader geographical questions and inform our understanding of urban problems. This book therefore serves as an urbanist’s guide to justice theory, written for undergraduates and postgraduates studying human geography, urban and municipal planning, urban theory and urban politics, sociology, and politics and government.
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Creating Community Health
Interventions for Sustainable Healthcare

Simon Lennane
This important book explores how community-based interventions can bridge the gap between health services and the voluntary sector to create more sustainable, healthy communities. Building to a case study of how these methods were used in one town, Ross-on-Wye, the book will be invaluable reading for those working in healthcare, public health, local authorities, and the voluntary sector, as well as students and researchers interested in these areas.
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2nd Edition
Key Themes in Health and Social Care
A Companion to Learning

Edited by Adam Barnard, Nottingham Trent University, UK, Verusca Calabria and Louise Griffiths
This revised and expanded second edition of Key Themes in Health and Social Care is a learning resource for students in health and social care. It provides an overview of foundational issues and core themes in the field and introduces key areas of debate, moving from an introductory level to in-depth discussion as the book progresses. Time-pressed readers wanting to ‘dip into’ the book for relevant areas can do so but, read from cover to cover, the book provides a comprehensive introduction to the key areas of contemporary health and social care practice. It will be particularly helpful for students undertaking health and social care undergraduate and foundation degrees.
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Occupational Wholeness for Health and Wellbeing
A Guide to Re-thinking and Re-planning Life

Farzaneh Yazdani, Oxford Brookes University, UK
This practical book introduces a new, research-based model of occupational wholeness, a way of conceptualising satisfaction with what one does to meet needs for being, belonging and becoming. This book is an important guide and reference for occupational therapists, occupational scientists, counsellors and life coaches.
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Cities and Metaphors
Beyond Imaginaries of Islamic Urban Space

Somaiyeh Falahat

The cities of the Islamic Middle East and North Africa have long been described as chaotic and maze-like - conceptions that arise from Western authors using their own norms and understandings of the urban. A new approach is needed. To read the city we must grasp indigenous terms and concepts, because autochthonous terms are connected to the mentality of the people and can be used to better express the nature of their cities. As an alternative to the Western concept of the labyrinth this book develops a new analysis method within the city - and suggests that an indigenous term, Hezar-Too, can explain the essence of the city and its form in an appropriate way.
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2nd Edition
Understanding Cyber-Warfare
Politics, Policy and Strategy

Christopher Whyte, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA and Brian Mazanec, Missouri State University, USA

This textbook offers an accessible introduction to the historical, technical, and strategic context of global cyber conflict. The 2nd edition has been revised and updated throughout, with three new chapters. It will be essential reading for students of cyber conflict and information warfare, and recommended for students of intelligence studies, security and strategic studies, defense policy, and IR in general.
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Iraq
Power, Institutions, and Identities

Andrew J. Flibbert

Addressing major political developments in Iraq over the past century, this book provides an up-to-date and accessible study of the country, advancing a sympathetic yet balanced understanding of its critical role in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region and in global affairs.

Both wide-ranging and closely focused, the book is vital reading for students, scholars and general audiences interested in political economy, international relations, and the history of Iraq.
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Resistance, Dissidence, Revolution
Documentary Film Esthetics in the Middle East and North Africa

Viola Shafik

Situated within an emerging academic interest in documentary film in the Middle East and North Africa, this book studies the development of diverse documentary forms in relation to revolutionary and emancipatory movements that took place across the twentieth-century Arab World.

The book is much-needed reading for students and academics interested in film and media studies and the history, culture and politics of the MENA region.
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**Gender, Constitutions, and Equality**

A Global Comparison

Priscilla A. Lambert, Western Michigan University, USA and Druscilla L. Scribner, University of Wisconsin, USA

Series: Gender and Comparative Politics

This book addresses whether the "gendering" of constitutions promotes women’s equality. At a time when gender equality provisions are increasingly common in constitutional design, this book clarifies the mechanisms that link constitutional provisions to changes in process and outcomes, whilst also systematically describing and analyzing the effect of gender equality across countries and over time. Gender, Constitutions, and Equality will inform theoretical debates on gender and constitutional design and its effect on legislation and political strategies.
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**Multilateralism Past, Present and Future**

A European Perspective

Mario Telò, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium, and Luigi Guido Carli, Italy

Series: Globalisation, Europe, and Multilateralism

This book offers an important chronological perspective on the evolution of multilateralism within Europe and beyond. This book will be of key interest to scholars and students of European studies, global governance, multilateralism, international organisations and more broadly to international relations.
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**Governing Climate Change**

Harriet Bulkeley, Durham University, UK and Peter Newell

Series: Global Institutions

This fully revised and expanded new edition provides a short and accessible introduction to how climate change is governed by an increasingly diverse range of actors, from civil society and business actors to multilateral development banks, donors, and cities. Providing an inter-disciplinary perspective drawing on geography, politics, international relations, and development studies, this book is essential reading for all those concerned not only with the climate governance but with the future of the environment in general.
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**The “Russian Idea” in International Relations**

Civilization and National Distinctiveness

Andrei P. Tsygankov, San Francisco State University, USA

Series: Worlding Beyond the West

The “Russian Idea” in International Relations identifies different approaches within Russian Civilizational tradition — Russia’s nationally distinctive way of thinking — by situating them within IR literature and connecting them to practices of the country’s international relations. This book will be of interest to students and scholars of Russian foreign policy, Russia—Western relations, IR theory, diplomatic studies, political science, and European history, including the history of ideas.
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**International Migration and Citizenship Today**

Niklaus Steiner

This completely revised and updated textbook explores the moral, economic, political, and cultural dimensions of the movement of people across international borders. Intended as the main text for undergraduate classes on international migration the book will also appeal to broad survey courses on world politics, comparative politics, international relations, world history and more specialized courses on human rights and nationalism.
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**The North Atlantic Treaty Organization**

The Enduring Alliance

Julian Lindley-French, Institute for Statecraft, UK

Series: Global Institutions

This book considers the origins, development, challenges, structure and direction of the Alliance against the backdrop of a changing world and a changing Europe, the changing relationship of the US to its Allies, the twin threats posed by both Russia and terrorism, the emerging challenge of China and the EU-NATO relationship. The world-wide market will include academia, the student body on all aspects of IS, strategic studies, Cold War history, think-tanks, international institutions and interested readers.
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The Rise and Decline of Modern Democracy

Damien Kingsbury, Deakin University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Global and Transnational Politics
The Rise and Decline of Modern Democracy assesses the rise of, subsequent political challenges to, and decline of, contemporary liberal democratic processes, in particular since the ‘third wave’ of democratisation from the 1990s. This wide-ranging and empirically and theoretically rich book will be of interest to students, scholars and researchers of political science, international relations, history and democracy.
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Totalitarianism
The Basics

Phillip W. Gray
Series: The Basics
Totalitarianism: The Basics is an easy to read introduction into the main concepts, ideologies, and regimes associated with totalitarianism. Easily accessible language and the use of examples aids readers in seeing connections between certain types of ideologies and some forms of organization/movements in their relation to historically well-known totalitarian regimes. The book offers an essential introduction for students from all backgrounds seeking to understand totalitarianism and for general readers with an interest in political ideologies and extremism. For those knowledgeable in this field, it adds conceptual relevance and varieties of ways of thinking about the term.
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5th Edition

**Governance and Policy in Sport Organizations**

Mary A. Hums, University of Louisville, USA, Yannick Kluch, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA, Sam H. Schmidt, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, USA and Joanne C. MacLean, University of the Fraser Valley, Canada

Now in a fully updated and expanded fifth edition, this textbook introduces readers to the power and politics of sport organizations. It explores the managerial activities essential to good governance and policy development, and looks at the structure and functions of individual organizations within the larger context of the global sport industry. Helping readers to see the big picture across the contemporary sport industry, at all levels, and to find their place in it as future sport managers, this is an essential textbook for all courses on sport governance, sport policy or sport development.
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**Science and Soccer**

Edited by A. Mark Williams, Paul Ford and Barry Drust

Now in a fully revised and updated fourth edition, Science and Soccer is still the most comprehensive and accessible introduction to the physiology, biomechanics and psychology behind the world’s most popular sport. Offering important guidance on how science translates into practice, the book examines every key facet of the sport, with a particular focus on the development of expert performers.
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**Laboratory Manual for Strength and Conditioning**

Joshua Miller, Paul Comfort, University of Salford, UK and John McMahon

The Laboratory Manual for Strength and Conditioning is designed to be a practical guide for training students and professionals in the skills to be applied to strength and conditioning. The labs cover seven major aspects of strength and conditioning including speed, power, flexibility, agility, and fitness. The labs are practical and easy to follow with sample calculations, data tables, and worksheets to complete. Each includes suggested tasks / activities to apply the theory to real world applications.
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**Sociology for Physical Education and Sports Coaching**

Richard L Light, The University of Sydney, Australia and Steve Georgakis, The University of Sydney, Australia

This book introduces the fundamentals of sport sociology and social issues in sport for students of PE and coaching. It provides an accessible, jargon-free foundation for understanding the relationships between sport, education and wider society that puts into context the reader’s applied studies in PE and coaching. This book is invaluable reading for any course on sport and society, physical education, sports coaching or sport development.
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2nd Edition

**Reflective Practice in the Sport and Exercise Sciences**

Critical Perspectives, Pedagogy, and Applied Case Studies

Edited by Brendan Cropley, Zoë Knowles, Andy Miles and Emma Huntley

This new and fully revised edition explores the contemporary conceptual landscape, critical perspectives, pedagogy, and applied considerations in reflective practice in the SES and allied disciplines. Contributions from scientists, researchers, practitioners, and academics offer innovative perspectives of reflective practice, founded on a synthesis of the contemporary empirical evidence base and applied practitioner experience.
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5th Edition

**Sports Injuries**

Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation

Lars Peterson, Sahlgrenska Academy, Gothenburg University, Gothenburg Sweden, Per A.F.H. Renstrom and Scott Lynch

Written by two world-renowned experts, Sports Injuries, Fifth Edition comprehensively covers the prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of sports injuries. Essential reading for all athletes, coaches/trainers, physiotherapists, and doctors, the updated edition of this highly popular and well-established textbook skillfully integrates scientific background and evidence with practical application.
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The Geopolitical Economy of Sport
Power, Politics, Money and the State
Edited by Simon Chadwick, SKEMA Business School, France, Paul Widdop, University of Manchester, UK and Michael M. Goldman, University of San Francisco, USA
This is the first book to define and explore the geopolitical economy of sport – the intersection of power, politics, money and state interests that both exploit and shape elite sport around the world. This is essential reading for any student, researcher, practitioner or policy maker with an interest in sport business, the politics of sport, geopolitics, soft power, diplomacy, international relations or international political economy.
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Pb: 978-1-032-39059-8: £35.99
ebook: 978-1-003-34823-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032390598

2nd Edition
The Science of Rugby
Edited by Craig Twist, University of Chester, UK and Paul Worsfold, University of Chester, UK
This book explores the scientific principles underpinning the preparation and management of rugby players in both codes and modified versions of the sport. Applied examples are also provided throughout to understand the practical application of the material in a real-world context. This new edition of the Science of Rugby offers a significant contribution to the field of rugby science that will act as a useful resource to scientists, coaches, practitioners and students interested in rugby.

Routledge
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Hb: 978-0-367-49213-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49211-3: £44.99
ebook: 978-1-003-04505-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367492113

4th Edition
Understanding Sports Coaching
The Pedagogical, Social and Cultural Foundations of Coaching Practice
Tania Cassidy, Paul Potrac and Steven Rynne
Now in a fully revised and updated fourth edition, and introducing a new author team, Understanding Sports Coaching introduces theories and practices while exploring pedagogical, social, and cultural concepts underpinning good sports coaching practice.
Broken into four sections, this book examines the complex interplay between coach, athlete, coaching programme and social context, and encourages coaches to develop an open and reflective approach to their own coaching practice. It covers key aspects of coaching theories and practice.

Routledge
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ebook: 978-1-003-18434-8
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Critical Questions in Sustainability and Hospitality
Edited by Willy Legrand, Henri Kuokkanen, Institut Paul Bocuse, FRANCE and Jonathon Day, Purdue University, USA
Informed by the scholarly and practical viewpoints of a myriad of internationally-recognized experts, this engaging and timely volume poses a set of pertinent questions that cover critical and contemporary sustainability issues in hospitality and tourism and proposes actionable solutions. This book is an essential reading for students and academics in the field of hospitality and tourism management, as well as industry professionals searching for answers to challenges they face in enacting sustainability in their business.

The Sustainable Museum
How Museums Contribute to the Great Transformation
Christopher J. Garthe, Creative director and consultant for sustainability in museums and exhibitions.
Series: Routledge Guides to Practice in Museums, Galleries and Heritage
The Sustainable Museum is the first book to outline a coherent strategy for the direction of museums, as it relates to sustainability in the museum and heritage sector. This book will be essential reading for museum and heritage professionals around the globe. The book will also be of interest to academics and students engaged in the study of museums, arts and cultural management, business administration, change management or sustainable development.

Disneyization of Drug Use
Understanding Atypical Intoxication in Party Zones
Tim Turner, Coventry University, UK
Series: Drugs, Crime and Society
Disneyization of Drug Use offers an innovative, ground-up understanding of the atypical patterns of illegal drug use that often permeate multi-day party zones such as nightlife tourist resorts and music festivals. Drawing on ethnographic research conducted over three summers in Ibiza, the book contextualizes the drug and alcohol-related experiences of tourists and seasonal workers operating in the island’s infamously hedonistic party spaces.

Travel Writing for Tourism and City Branding
Urban Place-Writing Methodologies
Charlie Mansfield and Jasna Potočnik Topler
Travel Writing for Tourism and City Branding is an insightful, expert-led book which provides tourism students with a practice-based approach to producing researched literary travel writing on an urban destination, using the writing process as a research tool in itself. The book is scientifically supported with full academic references for researchers. This informative and practical volume will be of great interest to students of tourism marketing, destination marketing, place branding, travel writing, as well as current creators of commercial tourism marketing content.

Small Island and Small Destination Tourism
Overcoming the Smallness Barrier for Economic Growth and Tourism Competitiveness
Roberto Croes, University of Central Florida, USA
Series: Advances in Hospitality and Tourism
This new book thoroughly examines the phenomenon of why some small island destinations have been more successful than others. The main premise applied is that success and survival of small island tourism hinges on resolving the mystery regarding the relationship between competitiveness and quality of life. In addressing this question, the book reviews four relevant and interconnected concepts: tourism, competitiveness, quality of life, and scale (or size). In doing so, the book enhances understanding of the potential of tourism for the improvement of the quality of life of the residents of small islands.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com
2nd Edition

25 Essential Skills for the Successful Behavior Analyst

From Graduate School to Chief Executive Officer

Jon S. Bailey, Florida State University, USA and Mary R. Burch, Behavior Management Consultants, Florida, USA

This second edition of Bailey and Burch’s best-selling 25 Essential Skills for the Successful Behavior Analyst is an invaluable guide to the professional skills required in the rapidly growing field of applied behavior analysis. The authors present five basic skills and strategy areas which each behavior analyst need to acquire: essential professional skills, basic behavioral repertoire, applying behavioral knowledge, vital work habits, and advanced skills. This book is organized around those five areas, with a total of 25 specific skills presented within those topics.
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An Emotionally Focused Workbook for Relationship Loss

Healing Heartbreak Session By Session

Kathryn Rheem and Clare Rosoman

Complete with exercises, reflections, and specially selected tasks, this workbook is written for those suffering from heartbreak (and their therapists) to support them in navigating and managing the pain of breakups. The authors help them learn from their experiences, grow stronger from their suffering, and create healthy and fulfilling relationships.

This workbook is for people who have experienced the loss of a close relationship and are struggling to heal and move forward in their lives, as well as therapists assisting clients in their recovery from relationship loss.
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[Introduction to the book about Core Clinical Competencies in Counseling and Psychotherapy]

2nd Edition

Core Clinical Competencies in Counseling and Psychotherapy

Becoming a Highly Competent and Effective Therapist

Len Sperry, Florida Atlantic University, USA and Jon Sperry

This second edition of Core Clinical Competencies in Counseling and Psychotherapy emphasizes six core competencies common to the effective practice of all psychotherapeutic approaches. It has been fully revised throughout and includes a new appendix featuring handouts and worksheets. This book is essential to practicing clinicians and trainees in all mental health specialties, such as: counseling, counseling psychology, clinical psychology, family therapy, social work, and psychiatry.
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Pb: 978-1-032-16411-3: £42.99
ebook: 978-1-003-25126-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032164113

Creative Activities for Group Therapy

Introducing Mindfulness-Based Wellbeing Enhancement

Cultural Adaptation and an 8-week Path to Wellbeing and Happiness

Kathirasan K. and Sunita Rai

Mindfulness-Based Wellbeing Enhancement (MBWE) integrates Mindfulness and Wellbeing to realize human flourishing and the attainment of happiness. The book begins by presenting mindfulness, wellbeing, the happiness paradigm and the curriculum of the MBWE program. It then explores the evidence base of mindfulness, cultural adaptations for different populations, the therapeutic effectiveness of group learning inherent in Mindfulness-Based Programs and the often-untold history of mindfulness. It will be a hands-on resource for trained mindfulness teachers, psychologists, psychiatrists, psychotherapists, counsellors, social workers, practitioners, educators, coaches, and consultants.

Routledge
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Erotically Queer

A Pink Therapy Guide for Practitioners

Edited by Silva Neves and Dominic Davies

Erotically Queer is a practice guide for clinicians, bringing together experts in their field with pioneering topics within GSRD (Gender, Sex and Relationship Diversity).

The book aims to help all clinicians work more effectively with the Queer population, with the most contemporary sexological knowledge.
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Is This Autism? A Guide for Clinicians and Everyone Else
Donna Henderson, Sarah Wayland and Jamell White

Though our understanding of autism has greatly expanded, many autistic individuals are still missed or misdiagnosed. This highly accessible book clarifies the many ways that autism can present, particularly in people who camouflage to thrive. This book provides a deep, current, and neurodiversity-affirmative understanding of the less obvious presentations of autism. It is relevant to all healthcare professionals, educators, family members, autistic individuals, and anyone who is curious about autism. A clinical companion guide, Is This Autism?: A Companion Guide for Diagnosing Autism, is available for clinicians who make mental health diagnoses.

Jacques Lacan: The Basics
Calum Neill

Jacques Lacan: The Basics provides a clear and succinct introduction to the work of Jacques Lacan, one of the key thinkers of the twentieth century. This engaging and accessible text is essential reading for all psychoanalysts in practice and in training, psychoanalytic therapists and readers looking for insight into the analytic process.

Perspectives from a Psych-Oncology Team Working with Teenagers and Young Adults with Cancer
Thrown Off Course
Edited by Jane Elfer

Exploring the work of a psych-oncology team in an inpatient and out-patient setting, this powerful, interesting and engaging book is about teenagers and young adults diagnosed with cancer. With a compassionate approach to understanding the challenges for patients, their families and clinicians alike, this is a book for nurses, doctors, occupational therapists and physiotherapists, for parents, carers and for young people who find themselves in this position and who can easily feel as though they are alone with overwhelming feelings.

Life Studies in Psychoanalysis: Faces of Love
Ahron Friedberg, M.D. and Sandra Sherman

Life Studies in Psychoanalysis consists of four psychoanalytic film studies each representing a patient’s course of treatment over several years. These studies demonstrate how love, in an array of forms, is refracted through the process of psychoanalysis, which unfolds over time and reveals the complexities of human desire. Life Studies in Psychoanalysis will be of great interest to psychoanalysts in practice and in training, psychoanalytic psychotherapists and readers looking for insight into the analytic process.

4th Edition: Play Therapy
Garry L. Landreth

This is the latest edition of Garry Landreth’s comprehensive text on creating therapeutic relationships with children through play. This new edition offers essential help to play therapists who respond to sensitive issues at every stage of the therapeutic process.

Pluralistic Therapy: Responses to Frequently Asked Questions
Frankie Brown and Kate Smith

50 FAQs of Pluralistic Therapy Book provides answers to the most important and common questions asked about the origins, principles and practice of pluralism. This book will appeal to a wide range of audiences including therapeutic practitioners, researchers, and professionals interested in the application of the approach within mental health contexts. It will also serve to help professionals from non-therapy backgrounds such as mental health services, education, and social care to understand the nature of pluralistic work.
Preventing and Healing Climate Traumas
A Guide to Building Resilience and Hope in Communities

Bob Doppelt, International Transformational Resilience Coalition, Oregon, USA

Preventing and Healing Climate Traumas is a step-by-step guide for organizing community-based, culturally tailored, population-level mental wellness and resilience-building initiatives to prevent and heal individual and collective climate traumas. This book is essential reading for civic, non-profit, private, and public sector mental health, human services, disaster management, climate, faith, and other professionals, as well as members of the public concerned about climate change.
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Sex, Social Justice, and Intimacy in Mental Health Practice
Incorporating Sexual Health in Approaches to Wellness

Erin Martinez-Gillard

This book aims to equip mental health professionals to integrate discussions of sexual identity, health, wellness, and intimacy into the scope of their client’s mental health, ensuring they are well-prepared to incorporate sexual functioning into core assessment, interventions, and treatment. Including journaling exercises, assessment tools, and case studies of how to weave approaches addressing sexual concerns into practice, this book will provide graduate courses and continuing education instructors with the core material to assist the training and development of future and established professionals.
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Psychological Support for Workers on the Move
Improving Global Staff Care

Edited by Kate S. Thompson

This book examines the psychological pressures faced by workers who migrate for short periods, exploring what it means to work in high stress environments, often on time limited contracts and with low levels of support, and how best to protect this kind of key worker. Psychological Support for Workers on the Move provides essential guidance to organisations deploying personnel internationally, to psychological and wellbeing therapists working with them, and to individual workers themselves.
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Resilient Relationships
Techniques for Surviving Hyper-individualism, Social Isolation, and a Mental Health Crisis

Christian Heim, Australia and Caroline Heim, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Through in-depth interviews, this book takes pertinent questions from young couples and puts them to couples who have been together for decades. The time-tested secrets of thriving couples are presented in a new guise for a new generation. Capturing the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, the study includes people from 52 countries and is the largest cross-sectional, multi-national study on long-term relationships to date. It highlights the dynamic and protective factors that lead to relationship longevity, as well as societal pressures, to guide therapists on how to manage these with their clients.
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The Listening Book
How to Create a World of Rich Connections and Surprising Growth by Actually Hearing Each Other

Robin Ticic, Coherence Psychology Inst., North Rhine-Westphalia, Elise Kushner, Coherence Psychology Inst., North Rhine-Westphalia and Bruce Ecker, Coherence Psychology Inst., NY

Satisfying, secure connection with others depends heavily on how well we listen to each other and respond to what we’ve heard. The Listening Book lays bare the key elements of both deeply attuned and badly misattuned listening in vivid scenes of real-life interactions that capture the emotional impact and give the reader an illuminating “aha” experience. Whether read solo, with a partner, or in a reading group, The Listening Book is for everyone who yearns for deeper emotional connection and closeness, everyone who is at a loss to understand what is interfering, and everyone who is fascinated by the subtle and manifold factors involved in interpersonal communication.
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**The Minister’s Guide to Psychological Disorders and Treatments**

W. Brad Johnson, United States Naval Academy, USA and William L. Johnson, Whitworth College, Washington, USA

In its third edition, *The Minister’s Guide to Psychological Disorders and Treatments* is the definitive guide to everything a minister might need to know about the most common psychological disorders and current evidence-based mental health treatments. Written with deep empathy for the demands of contemporary pastoring, this guide is destined to become an indispensable reference work for busy clergy in all ministry roles and settings.
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**Who’s to Blame? Collective Guilt on Trial**

Coline Covington

*Who’s to Blame? Collective Guilt on Trial* presents a psychoanalytic exploration of blame and collective guilt in the aftermath of large-scale atrocities that cause widespread trauma and victimization. Combining psychoanalytic ideas with political, philosophical, and social theory, *Who’s to Blame? Collective Guilt on Trial* will be of great interest to readers interested in questions of collective guilt, blame and the possibilities of atonement. It will also appeal to psychoanalysts in practice and in training, and to academics of psychoanalytic studies, political philosophy, sociology and conflict resolution.
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**Therapeutically Applied Role-Playing Games**

The Game to Grow Method

Elizabeth D. Kilmer, Adam D. Davis, Jared N. Kilmer and Adam R. Johns

*Therapeutically Applied Role-Playing Games* provides a comprehensive approach to implementing TA-RPG groups for mental health practitioners. This work serves as a comprehensive training manual for TA-RPGs, providing a valuable resource for mental health professionals interested in incorporating TA-RPGs into their practice.
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**Transitioning to Internal Family Systems Therapy**

A Companion for Therapists and Practitioners

Emma E. Redfern, Private practice, Devon, UK

*Transitioning to Internal Family Systems Therapy* is a guide to resolving the common areas of confusion and stickiness that professionals often experience when facilitating the transformational potential of the IFS model. With the use of reflective and practical exercises, therapists and practitioners (those without a foundational therapy training) are encouraged to get to know and attend to their own inner family of parts, especially those who may be struggling to embrace the new modality.
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Current expansions and changes in the field of behavior analysis.

Using a behavioral perspective, Behavior Analysis and Learning provides an advanced introduction to the principles of behavior analysis and learned behaviors, covering a full range of principles from basic respondent and operand conditioning through applied behavior analysis into cultural design. The text uses Darwinian, neurophysiological, and biological theories and research to inform B. F. Skinner’s philosophy of radical behaviorism. This edition expands the focus on neurophysiological mechanisms and their relation to the experimental analysis of behavior, providing updated studies and references to reflect current expansions and changes in the field of behavior analysis.

2nd Edition

Behavioral Economics
The Basics

Philip Corr and Anke Plagnol
Series: The Basics

The second edition of Behavioral Economics: The Basics summarizes behavioral economics, which uses insights from the social sciences, especially psychology, to explain real-world economic behavior. This is a comprehensive overview of the whole field, covering all the main areas, presented in a rigorous yet accessible form. It should especially appeal to students, those with an interest in applying behavioral economic knowledge in their professional life, and anyone who wants to know how they are being influenced every day of their lives by (usually unseen) behavioral insights.

Childhood, Identity and Masculinity
The Boarding School Boys

Soosan Latham, York University, Toronto, Canada and Roya Ferdows

This volume examines the lives of ten Iranian men who were sent to boarding schools in England during the 1960s and 1970s. The reflective narratives explore issues of physical and emotional abuse received from administrators and peers, as well as the pressure of meeting expectations and becoming a man. It will be of interest to scholars of developmental psychology, childhood trauma, education, cultural psychology, men’s studies, and gender. Individuals and parents interested in, and considering boarding school education will also find the narratives informative and educational.

Developmental Trauma
Theory, Research and Practice

Daniel Cruz

Developmental Trauma offers a comprehensive introduction to the research findings that help us understand the effects on human development of early childhood trauma and adaptation to stress. It explains how PTSD differs from PTSD and emerges from a toxic seed planted at the beginning of an individual’s lifespan development. Ideal for students of child and adolescent psychology, developmental psychology, clinical psychology, primary care and health psychology, education, social work, and urban studies. It is relevant for graduate students in applied fields, such as clinical and counseling psychology, and those working with diverse children, and public health and policy.
Empathic Leadership
Lessons from Elite Sport

Peter Sear
Empathic Leadership has become popular across industries, including the challenging domain of elite sport. This book draws on the authors relevant research and experience, and incorporates the words of leaders of teams to help explain how empathy can help leaders to be successful in their work.

This book will be of interest to Coaches in sport, training organisations including National Governing Bodies, recruiters, leaders across all industries, and anyone interested in the role of empathy in professional relationships.
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Imitation
The Basics

Naomi Van Bergen, Allard R. Feddes, University of Amsterdam, Liesbeth Mann and Bertjan Doosje, University of Amsterdam
Series: The Basics

Imitation: The Basics is an engaging introduction to the topic of imitation behavior in humans, providing a summary of existing scientific research on imitation, covering everything from examples of imitation across each developmental stage to animal imitation such as monkeys imitating each other. Written in a clear and accessible style, this book is perfect for undergraduate students of social psychology, developmental psychology and neuroscience, as well as professionals, academics and any general readers interested in research about human social behavior.
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How to be Resilient in Your Career
Facing Up to Barriers at Work

Helen Ofosu
This book shares vital career advice to help professionals navigate common “internally disruptive” career experiences such as harassment and bullying, impostor syndrome, membership in an underrepresented group, toxic workplaces, discrimination, and more. This is a reliable resource presented with nuance, depth, and specificity. Psychologists, psychotherapists, social workers, and HR professionals who are looking for effective advice when supporting people struggling with these issues, will greatly benefit from this book, as well early career professionals, and established earners looking to resolve their career issues.
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Islamic Psychology
The Basics

G. Hussein Rassool, Riphah Institute of Clinical and Professional Psychology, Riphah International University, Pakistan
Series: The Basics

Islamic Psychology: The Basics is a jargon-free and accessible introduction that explores psychology from an Islamic perspective. The book introduces concepts, models, approaches, themes, and theories you need to know to study the mind, soul, and behaviour based on Islamic scripture.

Outlining the challenges and solutions of the development of Islamic psychology and potential future trends, and including features to aid learning, this is the ideal introductory book for students in Psychology, Islamic Psychology, and Islamic Studies, as well as professionals including counsellors and therapists, and anyone interested in psychology from an Islamic perspective.
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2nd Edition
Human Resources for the Non-HR Manager

Carol T. Kulik and Elissa L. Perry, Teachers College, Columbia University

This book gives access to cutting-edge research and evidence-based recommendations to help managers approach their people management responsibilities with confidence. It describes managers’ responsibilities across the entire employee lifecycle. Grounded in rigorous academic research but with a conversational tone, it conveys basic principles without technical depth, and specificity. Psychologists, psychotherapists, social workers, and HR professionals who are looking for effective advice when supporting people struggling with these issues, will greatly benefit from this book, as well early career professionals, and established earners looking to resolve their career issues.
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Islamic Psychology
The Basics

G. Hussein Rassool, Riphah Institute of Clinical and Professional Psychology, Riphah International University, Pakistan
Series: The Basics

Islamic Psychology: The Basics is a jargon-free and accessible introduction that explores psychology from an Islamic perspective. The book introduces concepts, models, approaches, themes, and theories you need to know to study the mind, soul, and behaviour based on Islamic scripture.

Outlining the challenges and solutions of the development of Islamic psychology and potential future trends, and including features to aid learning, this is the ideal introductory book for students in Psychology, Islamic Psychology, and Islamic Studies, as well as professionals including counsellors and therapists, and anyone interested in psychology from an Islamic perspective.
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2nd Edition
Human Resources for the Non-HR Manager

Carol T. Kulik and Elissa L. Perry, Teachers College, Columbia University

This book gives access to cutting-edge research and evidence-based recommendations to help managers approach their people management responsibilities with confidence. It describes managers’ responsibilities across the entire employee lifecycle. Grounded in rigorous academic research but with a conversational tone, it conveys basic principles without technical depth, and specificity. Psychologists, psychotherapists, social workers, and HR professionals who are looking for effective advice when supporting people struggling with these issues, will greatly benefit from this book, as well early career professionals, and established earners looking to resolve their career issues.
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9th Edition
Learning and Behavior

James E. Mazur and Amy L. Oдум, Utah State University

Learning and Behavior reviews how people and animals learn and how their behaviors are changed because of learning. It describes the most important principles, theories, controversies, and experiments that pertain to learning and behavior that are applicable to diverse species and different learning situations. Both classic studies and recent trends and developments are explored, providing a comprehensive survey of the field. Although the behavioral approach is emphasized, many cognitive theories are covered as well, along with a chapter on comparative cognition. Real-world examples and analogies make the concepts and theories more concrete and relevant to students.
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Learning and Memory
Basic Principles, Processes, and Procedures

W. Scott Terry

Learning and Memory provides a balanced review of the core methods and the latest research on animal learning and human memory. Topical coverage ranges from the basic and central processes of learning, including classical and instrumental conditioning and encoding and storage in long-term memory, to topics not traditionally covered, such as spatial learning, motor skills, and implicit memory. Each chapter begins with an outline and concludes with a detailed summary. Applications and extensions are showcased in text boxes as well as in distinct applications sections in every chapter, and review and recapitulation sections are interspersed throughout the chapters.
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Online Harms and Cybertrauma
Legal and Harmful Issues with Children and Young People

Catherine Knibbs

This vital, sensitive guide explains the serious issues children face online and how they are impacted by them on a developmental, neurological, social, mental health and wellbeing level. Covering technologies used by children aged two through to adulthood, it offers parents and professionals clear, evidence-based information about online harms, their effects, and what they can do to support their child should they see, hear or bear witness to these events online. It is essential reading for those training and working with children in psychological, educational and social work contexts, as well as parents, policy makers and those involved in development of online technologies.

Routledge
June 2023: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26642-8: £130.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032266442

Mistakes in Clinical Neuropsychology
Learning from a Case-based Approach

Oliver Turnbull, Rudi Coetzer and Christian Salas

This innovative book uses a case-based approach to discuss mistakes made in the practice of clinical neuropsychology to form a helpful tool in the training of early career clinicians. By allowing readers space for critical reflection during clinical practice, the book teaches competency in clinical neuropsychology, through the examination of errors as a central part of the learning process. This is valuable reading for students of clinical neuropsychology, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy as well as professionals in these fields such as neurologists, psychiatrists and other rehabilitation therapists.

Routledge
June 2023: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29267-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-29266-3: £29.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032292663

Primatology, Ethics and Trauma
The Oklahoma Chimpanzee Studies

Robert Ingersoll and Antonina Anna Scarnà

Primatology, Ethics and Trauma offers an analytical re-examination of the research conducted into the linguistic abilities of the Oklahoma chimpanzees. It uncovers the historical reality of this research. It has been 50 years since the first language experiments on chimpanzees. Ingersoll and Scarnà discuss how this research failed to address the emotional needs of the animals. Research into trauma has made scientific advances since those studies. It is time to consider the research from a different perspective, examining the neglect and cruelty that was inflicted on those animals in the name of psychological science.

Routledge
February 2023: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-41347-1: £82.25
Pb: 978-1-032-41348-8: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032413488

Myths and Lies about Dads
How They Hurt Us All

Linda Nielsen

This groundbreaking volume destroys the most damaging beliefs about fathers. Using the most recent research, it exposes these baseless beliefs and the toll they take on children’s relationships with their fathers, parents’ relationship with one another, and the physical and mental health of fathers and mothers. It is not only a wake-up call for parents, but also for students and professionals in medicine and family law, social work, child development, education, and in the publishing, advertising, media, and entertainment industries. Above all, the book empowers parents to free themselves from the myths and lies about fathers that bind them.

Routledge
March 2023: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34823-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-34822-3: £24.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032348230

Psychopathy
The Basics

Sandie Taylor and Lance Workman, University of South Wales, UK

Series: The Basics

Psychopathy: The Basics is an accessible text that provides a compact introduction to the major findings and debates concerning this complex personality disorder. It will be an essential read for students of forensic psychology, or criminology. It is also an ideal starting point for those interested in the science of psychopathy and personality disorders.

Routledge
June 2023: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22102-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22100-7: £16.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032221007
3rd Edition

**Psychopharmacology**

R. H. Ettinger

This new edition of Psychopharmacology provides a comprehensive scientific study of the effects of drugs on the mind and behaviour. With the growing prevalence of psychiatric and behavioral disorders and the rapid advances in the development of new drug therapies, this textbook offers an essential understanding of the necessary details of drug action. Accompanied by a robust companion website of instructor materials, this textbook is ideal for undergraduate and pre-professional students on courses in Psychopharmacology, Clinical Psychopharmacology, Drugs and Behavior.

Routledge
June 2023: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-31289-7 £170.00
Pb: 978-1-032-31287-3 £68.99
ebook: 978-1-003-39801-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032312897](http://www.routledge.com/9781032312897)

---

5th Edition

**Statistical Power Analysis**

A Simple and General Model for Traditional and Modern Hypothesis Tests

Brett Myors, Griffith University, Australia and Kevin R. Murphy

Statistical Power Analysis explains the key concepts in statistical power analysis and illustrates their application in both tests of traditional null hypotheses. It provides readers with the tools to understand and perform power analyses for virtually all the statistical methods used in the social and behavioral sciences. This edition includes new material and new power software. The programs used for power analysis in this book have been re-written in R, a language that is widely used and freely available. Statistical Power Analysis helps readers design studies, diagnose existing studies, and understand why hypothesis tests come out the way they do.

Routledge
March 2023: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28300-5 £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28301-2 £49.99
ebook: 978-1-003-29622-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032283005](http://www.routledge.com/9781032283005)

---

2nd Edition

**Stuttering Perspectives**

A Journey Through Research, Treatment, Controversies, and Personal Accounts

Dale F. Williams

Stuttering Perspectives is a highly engaging book that interweaves discussion and research about stuttering with personal accounts. It is relevant reading for speech and language professionals, as well as students of communication sciences and disorders. It will also be of great interest to people who stutter and anyone with an interest in fluency disorders.

Routledge
March 2023: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20217-8 £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-20216-7 £60.99
ebook: 978-1-003-18240-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032202127](http://www.routledge.com/9781032202127)

---

9th Edition

**The Internship, Practicum, and Field Placement Handbook**

A Guide for the Helping Professions

Brian N. Baird, Antioch University, USA and Debra Mollen

This text offers real-world knowledge of the skills interns in the helping professions need through every phase of their internship, practicum, or field placement. Drawing from the fields of psychology, counseling, social work, school counseling, and psychiatry, this edition features up-to-date coverage of remote education, training, supervision, and practice as impacted by Covid-19 and technological changes. Diversity awareness and insights are woven through every element of the text, taking into account recent developments such as Black Lives Matter, the MeToo movement, gender awareness, and others.

Routledge
April 2023: 388pp
Hb: 978-1-032-35180-3 £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-35179-7 £49.99
ebook: 978-1-003-33269-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032351803](http://www.routledge.com/9781032351803)
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**Tests**

A Simple and General Model for Traditional and Modern Hypothesis Tests

Brett Myors, Griffith University, Australia and Kevin R. Murphy

Statistical Power Analysis explains the key concepts in statistical power analysis and illustrates their application in both tests of traditional null hypotheses. It provides readers with the tools to understand and perform power analyses for virtually all the statistical methods used in the social and behavioral sciences. This edition includes new material and new power software. The programs used for power analysis in this book have been re-written in R, a language that is widely used and freely available. Statistical Power Analysis helps readers design studies, diagnose existing studies, and understand why hypothesis tests come out the way they do.

Routledge
March 2023: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28300-5 £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28301-2 £49.99
ebook: 978-1-003-29622-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032283005](http://www.routledge.com/9781032283005)
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**Rare Conditions, Diagnostic Challenges, and Controversies in Clinical Neuropsychology**

Out of the Ordinary

Edited by Jessica Fish, Shai Betteridge and Barbara A. Wilson

This book highlights those rare, difficult to diagnose or controversial cases in contemporary clinical neuropsychology. By documenting the experiences and learning of clinicians who have worked with cases that are ‘out of the ordinary’, the book addresses an important gap in the literature. This book will be beneficial for clinical neuropsychologists and applied psychologists working with people with complex neurological conditions, along with individuals from medical, nursing, allied health and social work backgrounds. It will further be of appeal to educators, researchers and students of these professions and disciplines.

Routledge
June 2023: 392pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13225-9 £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-22822-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781032132242](http://www.routledge.com/9781032132242)

---

**Self and Identity**

The Basics

Megan E. Birney

Self and Identity: The Basics is a jargon-free and accessible introduction that draws on key theories and ideas in Social Psychology to explore the ways that other people affect our thoughts, feelings, and behaviours. This book is an ideal introduction for students of social psychology and related fields, and will be of interest to anyone who wants to gain social psychological insight into who they are, and how others got them there.

Routledge
June 2023: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22365-6 £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-22366-3 £60.99
ebook: 978-0-429-27453-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367223656](http://www.routledge.com/9780367223656)
The Psychology of Counselling

Marie Percival

Series: The Psychology of Everything

The Psychology of Counselling explains the different approaches to therapy and how they are used in practice, giving information on what counselling can help with and what it cannot do. It looks at cognitive and behavioural therapies, psychoanalysis, and humanistic psychology, as well as exploring positive psychotherapy and the move away from a disease-based approach to counselling.

The text sheds light on the therapeutic process, what it involves, and how it works, to help all those seeking assistance for relieving emotional or psychological issues and improving their psychological wellness.

Routledge

April 2023: 148pp

Hb: 978-1-032-13854-1: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-032-13853-4: £160.00

eBook: 978-1-003-03755-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138541

The Psychology of Travel

Andrew Stevenson, Manchester Metropolitan University and Aquinas College, Stockport

Series: The Psychology of Everything

Why do we travel? Are holidays good for our health? What are the social and psychological factors that drive us to move? By asking what drives us to journey and offering key insights into the psychological factors behind different kinds of travel, The Psychology of Travel introduces the reader to new ways of thinking about global mobility and movement.

Routledge

May 2023: 158pp

Hb: 978-1-032-10479-9: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-032-10478-2: £11.99

eBook: 978-1-003-21553-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032104799

The Science and Art of Dreaming

Mark Blagrove and Julia Lockheart

This book is an innovative text that reviews the neuroscience and psychology of how dreams are produced, how they are recalled, and their relationship to waking life events and concerns of the dreamer. Featuring beautiful original artwork based on dream representations, the book delves deeply into what happens when we dream, the works of art we produce while asleep and the relevance of dreaming to science, art and film.

Routledge

February 2023: 270pp

Hb: 978-0-367-47994-7: £120.00


eBook: 978-1-003-03755-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479947

Understanding Autistic Relationships Across the Lifespan

Family, Friends, Lovers and Others

Felicity Sedgewick and Sarah Douglas

This volume is an accessible overview of autistic relationships from the early years through to old age. This much-needed book combines the latest research findings with first-hand accounts to offer insight into the relationships of autistic people and how they differ to those of non-autistic people in a range of ways. It offers practical recommendations for both autistic and non-autistic people on how to have the healthiest and most satisfying relationships possible. It is essential reading for all those working with autistic people and studying autism, as well as autistic individuals and those close to them.

Routledge

April 2023: 264pp

Hb: 978-0-367-49101-7: £120.00

Pb: 978-0-367-49101-7: £29.99

eBook: 978-1-003-04453-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491031

Understanding the Behavioral and Medical Impact of Long COVID

Edited by Leonard A. Jason, Professor of Psychology, DePaul University, US and Charles Lapp

This book serves to expand the research around the illness in order to enable health care researchers and practitioners to address the questions that are imperative to individuals suffering from this condition. It puts forth a maturation of research and interventions that are theoretically sound and creative in the Long COVID area.

This book will be essential reading for academics, practitioners, and researchers. It will appeal to individuals engaging with the fields of medicine, public policy, psychology, and for researchers looking to gain clarity about our current understanding of Long COVID.

Routledge

April 2023: 298pp

Hb: 978-1-032-44223-5: £150.00

Pb: 978-1-032-44224-2: £59.99

eBook: 978-1-003-37109-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032442242

Women’s Lives

A Psychological Exploration

Claire A. Etaugh and Judith S. Bridges

Women’s Lives integrates the most current research and social issues to explore the psychological diversity of girls and women varying in age, ethnicity, social class, nationality, immigrant experience, sexual orientation, gender identity, ableness and body size and shape. The text embeds a lifespan perspective within each topical chapter and has an intersectional approach that integrates women’s diverse identities. It includes rich coverage of women with disabilities and on middle-aged and older women throughout. Taking a deeper transnational focus, it also examines the impact of social, cultural, and economic factors in shaping women’s lives around the world.

Routledge

February 2023: 496pp

Hb: 978-1-032-13854-1: £160.00

Pb: 978-1-032-13854-1: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-23113-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138541
A History of Architectural Modelmaking in Britain
The Unseen Masters of Scale and Vision

David Lund
Architectural modelmakers have long carried out their work hidden behind the scenes of architectural design, and in presenting a history of architectural modelmaking in Britain for the first time, this book casts a new light on their remarkable skills and achievements. Illustrated with over one hundred photographs of architectural models from previously undocumented archives, this book will be of great interest to architectural modelmakers, academics and historians, as well as anyone with an interest in architectural history and modelmaking.

Routledge
December 2022: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-00914-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28678-5: £34.99
ebook: 978-1-003-29824-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367009148

Architectonics and Parametric Thinking
Computational Modeling for Beginning Design

Frank Jacobus, University of Arkansas, USA, Angie Carpenter, Rachel Smith Loerts, University of Arkansas, USA, Antonello Nunzio and Francesco Bedeschi
This book is an approachable guide for students and professionals to learn parametric modeling through the lens of architectonics, allowing readers to pair fundamental ideas about architecture with parametric thinking. Parametric modeling is radically transforming the design disciplines and will become the primary way designer’s generate new products moving forward. Written and expertly designed for architecture students and professionals, this book provides an interactive approach to teaching the basics of parametric thinking in relation to architecture and design.

Routledge
June 2022: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28633-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28633-3: £33.99
ebook: 978-1-003-25263-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032286333

Big Little Hotel
Small Hotels Designed by Architects

Donna Kacmar
This book showcases different small hotels, all located in the US, designed by architects who use light and materials in interesting and intentional ways. The designs also deliberately connect to their local history, context, or land – in many cases all three. A condensed history of lodging helps to place the many typologies and histories of hospitality in relationship to world events and includes the many factors that influence hotel development such as business practices, technology, and even politics. Hotels are influenced by larger trends and innovations in hospitality such as the emergence of a variety of creative possibilities for future travel.

Routledge
March 2023: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25622-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25622-1: £29.99
ebook: 978-1-003-28425-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032256221

Design Build with The Scarcity and Creativity Studio
Christian Hermansen Cordua and Solveig Sandness
This book documents the projects and in so doing, explains the practices and pedagogic methods which the studio has developed in relation to architecture education in general, and design build education in particular. Aimed at students, teachers and professionals who are exploring the possibilities of design build, the 16 built projects are fully documented in text, drawings and photos, and can be used as both inspiration and references. Projects are based in Norway, Finland, Chile, Ecuador (Galapagos), Kenya, South Africa, China, Argentina and Lebanon.

Routledge
February 2023: 258pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51143-2: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-05259-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511432

Design for Fragility
13 Stories of Humanitarian Architects

Esther Charlesworth and John Fien
This book explores the themes of design and fragility and the nascent field of ‘humanitarian architecture’, analysing thirteen case studies of design responses to displacement, conflict and disaster in vulnerable geographic sites and communities across Africa, Asia, The Middle East, Australia and the USA. Examples include an SOS Children’s Village in Djibouti, Anandaloy in Bangladesh and Cobargo Santo House in Australia. It is a practical and inspiring resource for architects, design educators, humanitarian and development aid agencies that are involved, or seeking to be part, of future disaster mitigation and reconstruction strategies and projects, globally.

Routledge
December 2022: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55553-5: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-09703-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367555535

New Directions for Habitat for Humanity
David Hinson and Justin Miller
This second edition of Designed for Habitat presents twelve new projects designed and built by architects and Habitat for Humanity. The projects chronicled in this book consider home affordability through the lens of monthly homeownership expenses, energy efficiency and residential energy use, and issues of designed resilience to natural events ranging from aging and accessibility concerns to natural disasters and climate change. The lessons and insights presented will be a valuable resource, whether you’re an architect, architecture student, Habitat affiliate leader, or an affordable housing advocate.

Routledge
June 2023: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18227-8: £130.00
ebook: 978-1-003-29800-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032182285

Design Build with The Scarcity and Creativity Studio
Christian Hermansen Cordua and Solveig Sandness
This book documents the projects and in so doing, explains the practices and pedagogic methods which the studio has developed in relation to architecture education in general, and design build education in particular. Aimed at students, teachers and professionals who are exploring the possibilities of design build, the 16 built projects are fully documented in text, drawings and photos, and can be used as both inspiration and references. Projects are based in Norway, Finland, Chile, Ecuador (Galapagos), Kenya, South Africa, China, Argentina and Lebanon.

Routledge
February 2023: 258pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51143-2: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-05259-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511432

Design for Fragility
13 Stories of Humanitarian Architects

Esther Charlesworth and John Fien
This book explores the themes of design and fragility and the nascent field of ‘humanitarian architecture’, analysing thirteen case studies of design responses to displacement, conflict and disaster in vulnerable geographic sites and communities across Africa, Asia, The Middle East, Australia and the USA. Examples include an SOS Children’s Village in Djibouti, Anandaloy in Bangladesh and Cobargo Santo House in Australia. It is a practical and inspiring resource for architects, design educators, humanitarian and development aid agencies that are involved, or seeking to be part, of future disaster mitigation and reconstruction strategies and projects, globally.

Routledge
December 2022: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55553-5: £120.00
ebook: 978-1-003-09703-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367555535

2nd Edition
Designed for Habitat
New Directions for Habitat for Humanity
David Hinson and Justin Miller
This second edition of Designed for Habitat presents twelve new projects designed and built by architects and Habitat for Humanity. The projects chronicled in this book consider home affordability through the lens of monthly homeownership expenses, energy efficiency and residential energy use, and issues of designed resilience to natural events ranging from aging and accessibility concerns to natural disasters and climate change. The lessons and insights presented will be a valuable resource, whether you’re an architect, architecture student, Habitat affiliate leader, or an affordable housing advocate.

Routledge
June 2023: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18227-8: £130.00
ebook: 978-1-003-29800-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032182285
Practical Ethics in Architecture and Interior Design Practice

Sue Lani Madsen, Dana Vaux and David Wang

Practical Ethics in Architecture and Interior Design Practice presents the basics of design practice through ethical scenarios, ushering design students into real-world experiential learning. This book provides a unique integrated perspective into the allied fields of architecture and interior design with topics relevant to both fields as well as specific to each profession. It prepares students of both disciplines for the broad issues of professional practice and encourages them to become ethical practitioners ready to contribute effectively to design teams and to ask the right questions.

**Routledge**
May 2023: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75256-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75257-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16171-4

For full contents and more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780367752576](http://www.routledge.com/9780367752576)
3rd Edition

Foundations of Real Estate Financial Modelling

Roger Staiger

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BOOKS BY THE MOTLEY FOOL

“Staiger gives us the technical tools needed to build robust pro formas modeling around our real estate assets.” – MillionAcres

An ideal companion in the classroom and the boardroom, this new edition of Foundations of Real Estate Financial Modeling will make even novices the “… experts in the room on [their] chosen asset class” (MillionAcres). This complete update and revision offers a step-by-step introduction to building and understanding the models underlying investments from single family rentals to entire development projects.

Routledge
April 2023: 520pp
Hb: 978-1-032-45810-6: £160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-45459-7: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-37880-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032454597

Occupant-Centric Simulation-Aided Building Design

Theory, Application, and Case Studies

Edited by William O’Brien and Farhang Tahmasebi, TU Wien, Department of Building Physics and Building Ecology - Austria

This resource for established and emerging building designers and researchers provides theoretical and practical means to restore occupants and their needs to the heart of the design process. Helmed by leaders of the International Energy Agency Annex 79, this edited volume features contributions from a multi-disciplinary, globally recognized team of scholars and practitioners. Chapters on the indoor environment and human factors introduce the principles of occupant-centric design while chapters on selecting and applying models provide a thorough grounding in simulation-aided building design practice.

Routledge
May 2023: 416pp
Hb: 978-1-032-42002-8: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17698-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032420028
The Essential Guide to the Dubai Real Estate Market

Michael Waters

Series: Routledge International Real Estate Markets Series

This is the first book to fully present, analyse and interpret the Dubai real estate market. It examines the market’s historical growth and lays the foundations to examine future trends. It provides a synopsis of Dubai’s market practices, economic trends and social change that impacts the value of real estate. Chapters debate issues such as: property investment, house price performance, local valuation practices, spatial planning, city economics, market practices and regulation, property-led economic growth and future trends like sustainability and digitalisation. A must read for students, academics and real estate professionals interested in this fascinating real estate market.

Routledge

May 2023: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03357-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03356-3: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18690-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032033563

Construction Law

From Beginner to Practitioner

Jim Mason

This second edition of Construction Law: From Beginner to Practitioner provides a thorough and comprehensive guide to construction law by blending together black letter law and socio-legal approaches. Fully updated throughout, this new edition includes coverage of post-Grenfell legislation; increased coverage of modern methods of construction and continuously evolving technologies such as BIM and digital twins; NEC4 and the latest JCT contract suite and the Construction Playbook. This book is useful not only for understanding the basics, but also as a reference that practitioners will use time and again.

Routledge

May 2023: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-032-46468-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-46232-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18690-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032033563

Information Economics with Real Estate Applications

Fredrik Armerin and Madeleine Hoefl

The purpose of this book is to give the reader an introduction to information economics in the context of applied real estate scenarios. It introduces the reader to many important economic concepts such as game theory, behavioural economics, oligopolies, probability and risk, but with real estate examples included throughout. Especially it describes what can go wrong, and how these situations can be avoided. By understanding the underlying theory, when faced with a new situation, e.g., a new type of contract, the reader has the tools to handle potential problems. It is ideal reading for courses in real estate economics, information economics, and real estate management.

Routledge

June 2023: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28774-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27601-4: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29844-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032276014

New Aspects of Quantity Surveying Practice

Duncan Cartlidge, Construction Procurement Consultant, UK

The construction industry is undergoing great change particularly with the introduction of digital technologies and the increasing emphasis on sustainability and ethical practice. The fifth edition of New Aspects of Quantity Surveying Practice introduces and discusses these changes and their impact on the industry. Includes: A new chapter on the impact of digital construction and coverage of sustainable construction, procurement trends, ethics and ethical practice and the RICS Futures (2020) publication. Essential reading for all Quantity Surveying students, teachers and professionals.

Routledge

April 2023: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27596-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27595-6: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29345-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032275956

Complimentary Exam Copy e-Inspection New in Paperback Companion Website
A Beginner’s Guide to Urban Design and Development

The ABC of Quality, Sustainable Design
Laura B. Alvarez
This book provides invaluable guidance to all those with an interest in placemaking and the built environment, from those with no experience to those who have worked for many years in industry, illustrating key principles that will secure higher quality, more sustainable design in accessible, jargon-free language. It showcases a variety of evaluation tools, explaining how they operate, and giving guidance on how to create project-specific tools to drive schemes forward. With community empowerment at its core, the book explains technical language and shares bountiful knowledge to broaden place democracy and make influencing design accessible to many, not just a few.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032154145

Active Landscape Photography

Diverse Practices
Edited by Anne C Godfrey, State University of New York, USA
Series: Active Landscape Photography
Diverse Practices, the third book in the Active Landscape Photography series, presents a set of unique photographic examples for site-specific investigations of landscape places. Contributed by authors across academia, practice, and photography each chapter serves as both a rigorous discussion about the photographic methods and their underlying concepts and case studies from specific projects, places, and landscape issues. Practitioners, academics, students, and researchers will be inspired by the underlying concepts of these examples and come away with a better understanding about how to create their own rigorous photographic practices.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781036754137

Conceptual Landscapes

Fundamentals in the Beginning Design Process
Edited by Simon M. Bussiere
Conceptual Landscapes explores the dilemma faced in the early moments of design thinking through a gradient of work in landscape and environmental design media by both emerging and well-established designers and educators of landscape architecture. Through a careful arrangement of visual essays that integrate analogue, digital, and mixed-media works and processes, the book highlights differences between diverse techniques and triggers debate between design, representation, technology, and creative culture in the field. Lavishly illustrated with over 210 full-colour images, this book is a must-read for students and instructors in landscape architecture.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/97810367513047

Landscape Performance Modeling Using Rhino and Grasshopper

Phillip Zawaros
This is a guidebook for landscape architects to learn the fundamental practices and use of the computational software Rhino 3D and the plugin Grasshopper for parametric modelling, landscape inventory, and performative analysis. Chapters cover parametric modelling scripts to measure ecosystem services of stormwater management, erosion control, tree benefits, outdoor comfort, accessibility, and many others. This book will be beneficial to educators, students and professionals interested in using computational modelling as a performance assessment and graphic visualization tool.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032280622

Neuroscience for Designing Green Spaces

Contemplative Landscapes
Agnieszka Olszewska-Guizzo
This book delves into the neuroscience behind contemplative landscapes, their key spatial characteristics, and practical application of the Contemplative Landscape Model through case studies from around the world. In the face of the global mental health crisis, and increasing disconnection from nature, design strategies for creating healthier urban environments are what our cities so sorely need. Landscape architects, urban planners, students, land managers, and anyone interested in unlocking the healing power of landscapes will find inspiration here.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032280622

Redesigning the Unremarkable

Evonne Miller, Associate Professor, Director, QUT Design Lab, Australia and Debra Flanders Cushing
This book is a timely and necessary reminder that the often neglected elements and spaces of our built environment—from trash bins, seats, stairwains, and fences to streets, bikeways, underpasses, parking lots, and shopping centers—must be thoughtfully redesigned to enhance human and planetary health. Using the lens of sustainable, salutogenic, and playable design, in this inspiring book, Miller and Cushing explore the challenges, opportunities, and importance of redesigning the unremarkable. This is a doer’s guide for researchers, policymakers, and practitioners wanting to transform and positively reimagine our urban environment.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/97810367511890
This book presents emerging design-inspired practices, pointing to some of the threats and detrimental effects that may arise from their adoption. Departing from the idealism that tends to dominate the Scandinavian tradition on design, it instead proposes that concepts like participative design, social design and design thinking need to be analysed through a realist lens. Using the notion of *Realdesign*, as a parallel to Realpolitik, the authors aim to highlight political, social and methodological obstacles when designers turn to design thinking, participation and "living labs", with the hope of changing the world for the better.

Edited by Stephen Kofi Diko, Leah Marie Hollstein and Danilo Palazzo, University of Cincinnati, US

Routledge Handbook of Cultural Landscape Practice
Edited by Steve Brown, University of Sydney, Australia and Cari Goetchues, University of Georgia, USA

This book centers on cultural landscapes, which in the field of heritage studies and practice relates to caring for and safeguarding heritage landscapes, a concept embedded in contemporary conservation. The aim of the Handbook is to strike a balance between theory and practice, which we see as inseparable, while also seeking to achieve a geographical spread, disciplinary diversity and perspectives, and a mix of authors from academic, practitioner, management, and community backgrounds.

Routledge Handbook of Urban Public Space
Use, Design, and Management
Edited by Karen A. Franck and Te-Sheng Huang

This handbook presents evidence that there has not been an end of public space and its varied use. In cities in different parts of the world people still use public space to pursue activities of their choice, including for recreation, commerce, protest, living and celebration. Each section of the book is international in scope, presenting cases of activities in Brazil, China, Colombia, DR Congo, Egypt, Finland, Germany, Libya, Taiwan, Turkey and the U.S. Graduate students, faculty members and researchers in social science, architecture, landscape architecture, geography, and urban design will find the book useful for understanding, studying, and designing urban public space.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/978138703490

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032250014
Architect: The evolving story of a profession

Eleanor Jolliffe and Paul Crosby

The architect’s role is constantly adapting. Throughout history it has shifted significantly, shaped by social, cultural, technological and economic forces. The very definition of what an architect is and does has evolved over time from lead builder or master mason to principal designer. A collaborative and reactive profession, it is inextricably linked to the power of the patron, whether the client is an influential and affluent individual or a political, commercial, civic or religious organisation.

RIBA Climate Guide

Mina Hasman

Climate change is a threat to humankind, which requires immediate action. The built environment has a vital role to play in responding to the climate emergency. There is a pressing need for architects to acquire the requisite skills and knowledge to design buildings that deliver sustainable outcomes, meeting the RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge and mandatory competence in climate literacy. Equipping you with the key information that built environment professionals require to halt climate change and mitigate its impacts in your day-to-day work, this book is organised around six overarching topics.

Drawing Attention

Architecture in the Age of Social Media

Edited by Hamza Shaikh

How did you do that drawing? What software did you use? What’s your process? You may have found yourself asking these questions about a striking architectural drawing. In recent years, social media has become a primary source of expression for architects and designers, yet there isn’t always the means to find out how their works became reality. Giving you a peek behind the illustrative curtain, this book demystifies the process and technique that created some of the most outstanding drawings in your feed.

RIBA Ethical Practice Guide

Carys Rowlands and Alasdair Ben Dixon

Ethical practice distinguishes an RIBA chartered architect from other design professionals. The RIBA Code of Professional Conduct requires practitioners to uphold high standards, while encouraging and empowering them to reflect critically and to continually strive to improve. The Grenfell Tower tragedy was a significant reminder of the ethical responsibilities of the architect, and the importance of ethical decision-making. By making ethical practice one of its mandatory competences, the RIBA has made it a requirement that students and professionals develop a fundamental level of awareness and understanding of ethics.

Reworking the Workplace

Connecting people, purpose and place

Nicola Gillen and Richard Pickering

The office has changed forever. Emerging from the pandemic, the workplace has undergone its greatest disruption since the dawn of the service economy. Covid has rewritten the rule book for investors, developers, designers, operators and users of office buildings. This book delves into this changing landscape. Divided into three sections – People, Purpose and Place – it identifies the emerging trends in the reworking of work culture and offers insights into innovations and ideas that will inform the workplace of tomorrow.

The New Country

City style for rural living

Dean Keyworth

This book shows you how to create a sophisticated scheme while also understanding the practicalities of designing for rural living. This practical and attractive design guide, including inspirational case studies, gives a fresh perspective on designing for country homes, explaining how to integrate contemporary style while engaging with current concerns such as how to design for sustainable building and wellbeing.

For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781914124853

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781914124969

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781914124891

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781914124723
Merchant Ship Types
Alexander Arnfinn Olsen, RINA Consulting Defence, UK
This gives students and cadets a detailed introduction to the classifications and main categories of merchant vessels. It introduces the concept of ship classification – by usage (feeder, general, container, tankers, dry bulk, multi-purpose, reefers, and roll on roll off), by cargo type (dry cargo, wet cargo, specialised), and by size (Handy, Seawaymax, Panamax, NeoPanamax, VLCC). It explains the ports and channels where and why each type is permitted to enter, showing the type of cargoes carried, and specific safety or risk factors, and their main characteristics, along with relevant case studies.

Introduction to Ship Engine Room Systems
Alexander Arnfinn Olsen, RINA Consulting Defence, UK
Introduction to Ship Engine Room Systems outlines the key systems, machinery and equipment found in a ship’s engine room. It covers the basics of their function with overall practical guidance for engine room operation and maintenance, recognising emerging environmental challenges. It serves as an introduction for engineering students at HNC, HND and foundation degree level and marine engineering cadets, as well as a useful guide for deck officers and cadets who want a general appreciation of how the engine room functions.

Firefighting and Fire Safety Systems on Ships
Alexander Arnfinn Olsen, RINA Consulting Defence, UK
This accessible reference introduces firefighting and fire safety systems on ships for professional seafarers, students and cadets, as well as leisure sailors and professionals involved in the logistics industry. It is written in line with the IACS Classification Rules for Firefighting Systems, covering the design, construction, use and maintenance of firefighting and fire safety systems, and with cross references to the American Bureau of Shipping rules and various Class regulations which pertain to specific Class rules. It is particularly useful for naval architects, ship designers and engineers who need to interpret the Class rules when developing shipboard firefighting systems.

Maritime Cargo Operations
Alexander Arnfinn Olsen, RINA Consulting Defence, UK
Maritime Cargo Operations introduces the core concepts of cargo work for marine engineering students and cadets. It provides enough detail to provide a sound basis for a future career, and is built around the essential principles of the maritime profession. Each subject area begins with a learning outcome and ends with self-test questions. It also offers a general overview for deck officers.

Water for Life
Drinking Water, Health, Food, Energy Nexus
A.W. Jayawardena, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Although there is plenty of water to meet the demands of the present population and even for a projected population of about 9 billion, it is not always available when and where needed. The water-food-energy nexus is central to sustainable development with water driving the food and energy sectors. This book surveys the multi-faceted uses, values and importance of water for mankind: water resources, chemistry of water, drinking water, and the links between water and health, food, irrigation, soil, energy, transport, industry, recreation, disasters and conflicts. It includes some links with water engineering to help students and practitioners.

*For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032378756
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Exciting new titles for this season

Cultural Democracy Now
What It Means and Why We Need It
By Owen Kelly
December 2022 • 206pp
pb: 978-1-032-05784-2: £34.99
www.routledge.com/9781032057842

Why It's OK to Not Be Monogamous
By Justin L. Clardy
March 2023 • 182pp
pb: 978-1-032-44978-4: £17.99
www.routledge.com/9781032449784

Visible Learning: The Sequel
A Synthesis of Over 2,100 Meta-Analyses Relating to Achievement
By John Hattie
March 2023 • 510pp
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What Even Is Gender?
By R. A. Briggs, B. R. George
May 2023 • 130pp
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www.routledge.com/9780367513214

Happiness
By Bent Greve
June 2023 • 176pp
pb: 978-1-032-38444-3: £19.99
www.routledge.com/9781032384443

The Positive Impact Mindset
Working Together in a Polarized World
By Katrin Muff
December 2022 • 160pp
pb: 978-1-032-30623-0: £29.99
www.routledge.com/9781032306230

To find out more about these titles or to request a review copy, please contact: Sarah Davey: sarah.davey@tandf.co.uk
To find out more about these titles or to request a review copy, please contact: Sarah Davey: sarah.davey@tandf.co.uk
THE NEW CRITICAL IDIOM series includes invaluable introductory texts designed to meet the needs of students grappling with the complexities of modern critical terminology.

With a strong emphasis on clarity and the widest breadth of examples, these books are indispensable guides to key topics in literary studies.

Each book provides:
- A clear, explanatory guide to the use (and abuse) of the term
- An original overview by a leading literary and cultural critic
- Helpful definitions of the boundaries between the literary and non-literary
- Guidance for the introductory reader in how the term relates to the larger field